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On April 30, 1997, for the first time in television history, an actress on a popular

television sitcom announced to the world that both she and the character she played were

lesbians. This study offers an interpretation of the significance of Ellen DeGeneres'

coming through a cultural studies analysis of the April 14, 1997 Time magazine article in

which DeGeneres comes out and the April 30, 1997 "Ellen" television episode in which

DeGeneres brings her character, Ellen Morgan, out.

The study revealed sites of ideological differences between the two texts that

could point to a struggle over the meaning of gayness in modern American society. The

results suggest that mainstream attitudes and beliefs could be in the process of shifting

toward a more normalized view of homosexuality.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

For almost 50 years since the invention of television, lesbians and gays have

suffered relative invisibility in their representation in the medium (Moritz, 1991, Fejes &

Petrich, 1993; Gross, 1995). Media scholars theorize that this invisibility, or symbolic

annihilation, is an indication of the traditional lack of cultural and political power lesbians

and gays hold throughout society. Gross (1991) in particular sees symbolic annihilation as

a way elites keep non-mainstream groups outside of society's power structure. "While

the holders of real power-- the ruling class--do not require or seek mediated visibility,

those who are at the bottom of the various power hierarchies will be kept in their places in

part through their relative invisibility" (p. 21).

The rare instances when lesbians and gays have been portrayed on television have

generally shown homosexuals as deviant, sick or abnormal (Moritz, 1991; Gross, 1991).

Because viewers tend to believe that media portrayals are at least partially realistic (Katz

& Liebes, 1987; Signorielli, 1989; Gross, 1995), and because many people have little

known contact with lesbians and gays on a daily basis, such portrayals can form the basis

for assumptions about members of these groups. Thus, researchers have found that

people who watch more television have more negative attitudes to lesbians and gays

(Kerns & Fine, 1994).
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In the late 1990s, however, television's approach to the lesbian and gay population

appears to be shifting. As of January, 1998, thirty gay, lesbian or bisexual characters

appear regularly on network television (GLAAD Online Action Alert, 1997). These

characters tend to be portrayed in a positive manner; often more sensible and "together"

than the heterosexual characters surrounding them, as with the lesbian couple on

"Friends."

Most significant, however, were the events that took place in April 1997. During

that month, an actress on a well-loved sitcom announced to the world that both she and

the character she played were lesbians. Ellen DeGeneres' revelation, which marked the

first time in television history a lesbian actress played a lesbian lead character, precipitated

a great deal of media and public attention. A measure of the mainstream audience's

interest in DeGeneres' coming out can be seen in their response to both news reports

about DeGeneres and the television show itself.

On April 14, 1997 Time magazine published the first interview with DeGeneres in

which she announced to the public that she was a lesbian. According to Time's circulation

department in New York, N.Y. (D. Pearson, personal communication, March 16, 1998),

the April 14 issue was met with a great deal of public interest. The single issue had a 54

percent return rate on the newsstands, meaning that of the 500,000 issues sent to

newsstands, 228,000 were purchased by consumers. Time ranks these numbers as "very

good" on a return rate scale from "bad to very good."

Two weeks after the Time interview, on April 30, 1997 "Ellen's" coming out

episode was aired. The night of the show's airing, "Ellen" was the number one network
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television show, garnering a 35 percent share in the Nielsen ratings. This translates to a

viewership of approximately 42 million people.

Clearly, the reading and viewing public followed DeGeneres' coming out with a

great deal of interest and anticipation. The implications of the event itself coupled with

the public's interest in the event could have far reaching implications for lesbians and gays.

Fejes and Petrich (1995) note, for example, that the media play a primary role in the

formation of gay and lesbian identity, both at the individual level and at the level of

community. "Whether the dominant media discourse defines homosexuality as a

perversion, sickness or crime or defines it as a normal expression of human sexuality has a

significant impact on how individual gay males or lesbians view themselves and their

relationships to society" (p. 397). Thus, positive portrayals of gays and lesbians, such as

those shown on "Ellen," could result in higher self-esteem and self-confidence for lesbians

and gays.

Gross (1991) believes that more positive portrayals of homosexuals on television

could have implications for society as a whole. He notes that television, which functions

as a primary source of information about the world and about social value systems for

many people in the United States, tends to "cultivate" mainstream, elite attitudes among

heavy viewers. The transmission of mainstream attitudes is particularly effective when

information is presented about a group most viewers know little about, such as gays and

lesbians. "In the absence of adequate information in their immediate environment, most

people, gay or straight, have little choice other than to accept the narrow and negative

stereotypes they encounter as being representative of gay people" (p. 27). Thus, for
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"Ellen" sitcom episode in which DeGeneres' character first acknowledges that she is a

lesbian. In doing so, the study will look for ideological differences between the two texts

that could point to a struggle over the meaning of gayness in modem American society. If

such a struggle is revealed, the study contends, mainstream attitudes and beliefs could be

in the process of shifting toward a more normalized view of homosexuality, which could

have far-reaching implications for lesbians and gays and for society as a whole.

Coming Out

On April 30, 1997 television history was made. For the first time since the

development of the medium in the 1940s, the main character on a popular sitcom

announced to the viewing audience that she was a lesbian. In a one-hour episode run

during the crucial Spring sweeps rating period, recently "out" comedian Ellen DeGeneres,

who plays Ellen Morgan, "Ellen's" main character, took the viewing audience through

Ellen's fear, pain and joy of discovering and revealing her true identity.

The episode revolves around the relationship between Ellen Morgan and Susan

(Laura Dem), a television producer introduced to Ellen through her high school

sweetheart Richard (Steven Eckholdt), a TV news anchor. Susan, an "out" lesbian very

comfortable with her sexuality, becomes the catalyst for Ellen's discovery that she, too, is

gay, but only after several scenes in which Ellen tries desperately to deny any sexual desire

for women.

When Ellen believes Susan is about to leave town, she is finally faced with the fact

that her attraction leaves no more room for denial. Ellen rushes to meet Susan at the

airport and announces, during a touching and funny scene, that she indeed is a lesbian.
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The two embrace amidst the loud, drawn out cheers and applause of the live studio

audience. The remainder of the show chronicles Ellen's journey to full acceptance

through discussions with her therapist and a nervous announcement to her friends, who

are generally supportive and accepting of Ellen's new identity.

The public responded to Ellen's revelation, both in her real life and on the show,

with a great deal of interest. Since 1994 when "Ellen" began on ABC, the gay and lesbian

community, which knew for years that DeGeneres was a lesbian, followed the television

show searching for the many clues she offered about her character's identity. Spurred on

in part by activist organizations such as the Gay and Lesbian Alliance against Defamation

(GLAAD) and the Human Rights Campaign (HRC), gays and lesbians throughout the

United States planned more thanl,500 parties and media events for the night Ellen finally

came out on the show. GLAAD developed a "Come out with Ellen" web site, stating that

if Ellen Morgan can come out to the world "you can come out to your family, friends and

co-workers" (GLAAD Online Action Report, 1997). Ellen "clues lists" were circulated

throughout the cyberspace community as well as hundreds of news articles about

DeGeneres, gays and lesbians in the media and the joys of coming out.

The night of the show's airing during "sweeps" week, "Ellen" was the number-one

network television show. Forty two million people watched the show, giving it a 35

percent share in the Nielsen ratings. This was more than twice the show's usual audience

and roughly comparable to the average rating for "ER," the number-one show on

television. According to Bill Carter (May, 1997), television critic for the New York

Times, because of the "Ellen" episode, ABC managed a "rare weekly victory in the
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prime-time ratings, beating NBC by almost a full rating point for the week." Carter notes

also that DeGeneres was responsible for the number-four rated show during sweeps week,

"PrimeTime Live," scored its highest rating of the year that week because of an interview

with DeGeneres and her family.

Much of this overwhelming attention to "Ellen," no doubt, was fomented by the

news media's frenzy over all things DeGeneres. Renee Graham (1997) from the Boston

Globe notes that DeGeneres' decision to come out inspired a great deal of interest within

the public discourse.

DeGeneres's decision (which included her own coming out) has inspired
newspaper polls and sound bites, debates about advertiser boycotts and lesbian
cruise lines, and windy predictions running the gamut from grimly apocalyptic to
gleefully euphoric. Self-appointed moral savior Jerry Fallwell has taken to calling
the actress "Ellen DeGenerate," while one gay newspaper editor compared her to
Jackie Robinson (p. Cl).

Without a doubt, the publicity surrounding DeGeneres and her show had been

enormous. A database search on Lexis/Nexis revealed the extent of the media attention

given to the event. During the month of February, when news leaked to the media that

DeGeneres was considering coming out of the closet and bringing her character with her,

coverage of DeGeneres and her show increased exponentially. During the month of

March, there were more than 500 articles on "Ellen" in newspapers in the United States.

In April, thousands more articles were written about "Ellen," 515 of which appeared in

major newspapers on April 30, the day the episode aired. Furthermore, 31 magazine

articles mentioning DeGeneres were published in April, including the famous April 14

Time magazine article in which DeGeneres announced for the first time "Yep, I'm gay."
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Eighty-seven Associated Press wire stories about DeGeneres were also distributed during

April. Between May 1 and May 7, over 400 major newspapers ran stories mentioning

DeGeneres. Throughout the month of May there were 41 magazine articles and 35 AP

wire stories.

Television news was not to be left behind however. DeGeneres appeared on

numerous television news and interview shows, including "Conan O'Brian," "Oprah,"

"David Letterman," the "Tonight Show, " "20/20, " "PrimeTime Live, " "Entertainment

Tonight" and "E!."

Clearly public interest in DeGeneres and the "Ellen" television show was running

high in the weeks before and during the famous coming out episode. Numerous news

reports and analyses told us the event was historical in its significance, a "must see event."

ABC promoted the show frequently and loudly, and television, magazine and newspaper

interviewers could not get enough information from and about DeGeneres. Not since the

gays in the military controversy in 1992 at the beginning of President Clinton's first term

in office had homosexuals and homosexual issues been so widely discussed and debated in

the public discourse.

Gays and lesbians expressed a great deal of excitement over DeGeneres' coming

out. Howard Rosenberg (1997), LA Times television critic, said in a Sept. 24 article,

"'Ellen' look(s) very much like a series of seminal importance, television's most significant

comedy since CBS raised the curtain on racism and bigotry in 'All in the Family' nearly 27

years ago. 'Ellen' has an opportunity to diminish prejudice on a level not previously seen

in TV."
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DeGeneres told the press over and over again that she wanted to contribute to

increasing society's acceptance level for gays and lesbians. After receiving the Emmy for

best writing in a television comedy, DeGeneres told the Associated Press that such

recognition is a "big nod" of approval from the industry, and noted that she hopes her

character will "help viewers see that there are gay people and we are OK, because

growing up I didn't have that."

Joan M. Garry, executive director of GLAAD, said "Ellen's acceptance speech not

only touched each and every lesbian and gay man across the nation, it touched their

families as well. Like every American parent, I want my three children to grow up in a

world without hatred and bigotry, and "Ellen's" historic win last night is a great stride in

the right direction for the television industry, and for our nation."

Clearly, a great deal of social significance was attributed to DeGeneres' coming

out process. Media researchers, however, have yet to study the "Ellen" phenomenon to

determine the exact nature of the significance of the event and what the event has to tell us

about the way in which our culture responds to marginalized subgroups. This study,

which is among the first systematized attempts to analyze the "Ellen" phenomenon, will

interpret "texts" from print media about "Ellen" and from the show itself within a cultural

studies framework.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

New Directions in Media Research

Media scholars widely recognize that television is one of the most important and

meaningful influences on modem social practice and belief. Allen (1992) presents a

variety of statistics demonstrating the pervasiveness of television in American culture. He

notes, for example, that ninety-two million homes in the United States have at least one

television set (98 percent of the population), and that nearly 70 percent of those homes

have more than one set. Those sets are on in the average household for more than seven

hours every day, and, between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m., Americans of every demographic,

social and economic group are spending most of their time in a place where a television set

is playing. He notes also that, as of 1992, nearly 60 percent of U.S. households now have

cable television, and nearly three in four U.S. households with television sets also own

videocassette recorders. Furthermore, babies as young as ten months have been observed

to stop whatever they are doing when they hear the Sesame Street theme and to clap,

bounce, and gurgle in anticipation of seeing their favorite puppet characters (Allen, 1992,

p. 2).

Fiske and Hartley (1978) suggest that television fulfills seven roles in modem

society: to articulate the main lines of the established cultural consensus about the nature

of reality; to implicate the individual members of the culture into its dominant value

10
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systems; to celebrate, explain, interpret and justify the doings of the culture's individual

representatives in the world out-there; to assure the culture at large of its practical

adequacy in the world by affirming and confirming its ideologies/mythologies; to expose

any practical inadequacies in the culture's sense of itself which might result from changed

conditions in the world; to convince the audience that their status and identity as

individuals is guaranteed by the culture as a whole; and to transmit by these means a sense

of cultural membership.

Clearly it would be difficult to argue that television is not an important presence in

American lives. But what kind of force is television? And how does television create

meaning in U.S. society?

Attempts to answer these questions have, in the past, largely focused on analyses

of the manifest content of the programs and images broadcast to the public. Craig (1992)

for example, performed a content analysis on 2,209 network television commercials to

determine how gender is portrayed in advertisements during different parts of the day. He

notes that over 20 content analyses have been done of commercials in the past 20 years

because of concerns about the dissemination of negative stereotypical images of women

and other minorities. Similar content analyses have been performed to understand, among

other things, gender portrayals in cartoons (Thompson & Zerbinos, 1995), women's roles

on prime time television shows (Davis, 1990) and portrayals of African Americans in

television network newscasts (Roberts, 1975).

While content analysis of media content is useful for determining exactly what

images are put forth by the media, such analysis gives media researchers little information
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about the media's role in shaping and guiding social beliefs and practices. Carey (1975)

notes that communication studies need to shift away from content analysis, which sees

electronic communication within a framework of a sender-messenger-receiver paradigm,

to a more flexible one "not directed toward the extension of messages in space, but the

maintenance of society in time; not the act of imparting information but the representation

of shared beliefs" (p. 173). In other words, Carey called for the study of media in terms of

culture. Grossberg (1992) defines culture as both "a way of life--encompassing ideas,

attitudes, languages, practices, institutions, and structures of power--and a whole range of

cultural practices; artistic forms, texts, canons, architecture, mass-produced commodities

and so forth" (p. 5). In other words, Grossberg views culture as the way people live and

the way people act as members of an industrial society.

Gerbner (1988) views culture in a slightly different way, focusing primarily upon

the way culture functions to shape society. He believes culture is a "system of stories and

other artifacts, increasingly mass-produced, that mediates between existence and our

consciousness of existence, and thereby helps shape both" (Gerbner, 1988, p. 320; as cited

in Wolf & Kielwasser, 1991, p. 14). In other words, Gerbner holds that a society

socializes members into its framework by developing widely-shared stories that help

people discover who they are and where they fit in the social, political and economic

structure.

Television provides a particularly rich environment for studying both cultural

practices and cultural stories because the medium shares much in common with ancient

oral traditions (Fiske & Hartley, 1978). Television, for example, reaffirms social identity,
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communicates to a large number of people, occupies the center of its culture and elevates

events to mythological proportions. At the same time, television shares elements in

common with literary tradition, including an emphasis on narratives, linear sequences and

abstractions (Fiske & Hartley, 1978). It seems then that television is an ideal modern

storytelling medium that plays an integral part in cultural production.

In recent years, many media theorists have taken up Carey's call and have begun

focusing upon television "stories" and the way in which such stories contribute to the

generation and circulation of meanings throughout society. This new direction in media

studies can be traced to modern techniques for interpreting literary texts, such as feminist

analysis, queer analysis, psychoanalysis, Marxist analysis and postmodernism (Allen,

1992). Grossberg (1992) traces the development of these new techniques, broadly termed

"cultural studies," to scholars' efforts to understand the processes that have shaped

modern and postwar society and culture, such as:

industrialization, modernization, urbanization, the rise of mass communication, the
disintegration of knowable communities, the increasing commodification of
cultural life, the collapse of the Western colonialist empires and the development
of new forms of imperialism, the creation of a global economy and the worldwide
dissemination of mass culture, the emergence of new forms of economically or
ideologically motivated migration, and the re-emergence of nationalism and of
racial and religious hostilities (p. 5).

In other words, Grossberg feels that the cultural studies tradition evolved as a result of the

unique set of social pressures brought about by the industrial revolution. Researchers,

concerned about wide-ranging social changes precipitated by technological advances,

began to examine both the way in which such changes were occurring and the effect of

such changes on people throughout society. In general, then, the new cultural studies
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techniques are concerned with understanding and bringing to light the historical and social

conditions in which messages are produced, the exact nature of the messages and the ways

in which such messages are transmitted throughout society.

When applied to television in particular, these reading techniques turn to a concern

with television's textual discourse, or "the complex of all the ways television addresses us,

appeals to us, tells us stories, entertains us, and represents itself and the world" (Allen,

1992, p. 15). In the most broad sense, this is the aim of cultural studies media critics.

Douglas Kellner (1995) defines cultural studies as a "variety of critical approaches

for the analysis, interpretation and criticism of cultural artifacts...focusing on the interplay

of representations and ideologies of class, gender, race, ethnicity and nationality in cultural

texts, including media culture" (p. 6). According to cultural studies critics, media culture

provides the materials for constructing identities, behaviors and views of the world. As

well, the media offer limited opportunities for subcultural groups to resist dominant

ideology by creating their own style and identities (Kellner, 1995).

John Fiske (1992) notes that cultural theorists believe that meanings and the

making of them (which together constitute culture) are indivisibly linked to social

structure and can only be explained in terms of that structure and its history. Regarding

media texts, then, cultural critics believe that full understanding of their meaning can only

be found through an examination of not only the texts, but also the socio-political

environment in which they are created and the reception and use of such text by the media

audience (Kellner, 1995).
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News is an excellent measure of the socio-political environment within which a

particular television text is created because people look to the news to tell them about the

significance of events. According to Gitlin (1980), "(The news) paints a picture of our

world, defines the public significance of movements and events and frames our notions

of reality" (p. 3).

Scholarly investigation into the power of news in modern society began shortly

after the publication of the Kerner Commission report in 1968. The writers of the report

expressed deep concern about the news media's ability to shape public behavior and

attitudes toward African Americans:

If what the white American reads in the newspapers or sees on television
conditions his expectations of what is ordinary and normal in the larger society,
he will neither understand nor accept the black American. By failing to portray
the Negro as a matter of routine and in the context of the total society, the news
media have, we believe, contributed to the black-white schism in this country (p.
383).

Although the report addressed specifically the news media's treatment of African

Americans, its point about the news media's power to affect modem society has been

examined by numerous media scholars. In general, researchers have demonstrated that

the behaviors and perceptions of at least some members of the public can be influenced

by messages presented in the daily news. Bollen and Phillips (1982), for example,

demonstrated that suicide rates in the U.S. increase in the month of a front-page suicide

story and that the greater the publicity devoted to the suicide story, the greater the

increase in suicides.

Many scholars have also shown how the news media play a large role in

supporting the status quo and reinforcing elite agendas. According to Gans (1980), the
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news supports public officials who abide by enduring values against misbehaving peers

and deviant ordinary people, upholds the legitimacy of holders of formal authority,

values the order of the upper-class and upper-middle-class sectors of society, values the

social order of the middle-aged and reflects a white male social order (p. 61).

Wilson and Gutierrez (1995) note that studies have shown that negative or

stereotyped news coverage can reinforce racist attitudes and lead to mass actions against

the group or groups being stereotypically portrayed. In an analysis of the press coverage

of Mexicans in the Los Angeles press during World War II, Turner and Surace (1956, as

cited in Wilson & Gutierrez, 1995) found that negative references to Mexicans in

newspapers led to the Zoot Suit Riots of 1943 in which American servicemen stationed

in Los Angeles brutally attacked local Black, Filipino and Mexican youths wearing zoot

suits, "long suit coats, pants pegged at the cuff with deep pleats at the waist, and a full

head of well-greased hair" (p. 45).

Theorizing that the period preceding the riots would be marked by an increase in

negative coverage of Mexicans, Turner and Surace studied news stories about Mexicans

in the Los Angeles Times from 1933 to 1943. The researchers found a decline in the

number of articles using the term Mexican and an increase in the percentage of articles

using the term "zoot suiter" in an unfavorable light. The researchers found that, in the

period just before the violent attacks, the newspaper's coverage of the Mexican

community in the issues sampled was dominated by the zoot-suiter theme in unfavorable

coverage, less use of the term Mexican in favorable coverage, and an increased coverage

of Mexicans in articles not using the term Mexican but portraying the community
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unfavorably. "(It was that) association of (the zoot suit) symbol with Mexican youth

portrayed as having antisocial behavior that helped spur the indiscriminate attacks of

servicemen on Mexican youths, including those not wearing zoot suits" (Wilson &

Gutierrez, 1995, p. 48).

Clearly, then, news plays an integral part in the creation of meaning throughout

society. In particular, this study focuses upon the intersection of television and news

about television because this site often becomes the focal point for audiences seeking to

understand the meaning of a particular television text. According to Fiske (1992), "the

meanings of television are always intertextual because it is always read in the context of

the other texts that make up this cultural experience" (p. 318). In other words, a single

television text exists not as a separate, autonomous entity, but as a part of an interrelated

range of social and cultural information that is brought to bear upon the text.

In an analysis of Madonna's music video "Material Girl," for example, Fiske

(1987) notes that the meaning of the video can be found by examining the play of cultural

images within the video.

The video's intertextuality refers to our culture's image bank of the sexy blonde
star who plays with men's desire for her and turns it to her advantage. It is an
elusive image...to which Madonna and Marilyn Monroe contribute equally and
from which they draw equally. The meanings of "Material Girl" depend upon its
allusion to "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" and upon its intertextuality with all texts
that contribute to and draw upon the meaning of "the blonde" in our culture
(Fiske, 1987, p. 108).

To understand "Material Girl," therefore, it is necessary to view the video as part

of a continuum of cultural products that produce, reflect and reinforce social definitions of

"blonde." Studying the continuum from which a text evolves therefore can provide critics
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with valuable clues to the readings that a particular culture or subculture is likely to

produce from it (Fiske, 1987, p. 108).

Part of the continuum that surrounds a particular text is the relationship between

the text and other texts that refer specifically to it, such as criticism, news articles or

publicity. These secondary texts, or "vertical intertextualities" (Fiske, 1987), contribute

both to the production of meaning and the circulation of messages throughout society by

shaping how the primary event is framed or interpreted by the public. Studying them can

provide valuable information about the meaning of media events because, according to

Fiske (1987), television's influence is due to the degree in which it pervades much of the

rest of society's cultural life through newspapers, magazines, advertisements,

conversations, radio, or style of dress, of make-up, of dance steps. "All of these enter

intertextual relations with television. It is important to talk about their relations with

television, and not to describe them as spin-offs from it, for the influence is two-way.

Their meanings are read back into television, just as productively as television determines

theirs" (p. 118, emphasis added).

An audience, therefore, does not see the television text alone, nor do they attend

only to second-hand media analyses and accounts of events. Instead, an audience "reads"

both to determine how they should feel about a particular message or image. In the case

of "Ellen," the audience was exposed not only to the show itself, but also to a barrage of

news media analyses and predictions about the importance of DeGeneres' revelation and

work. In a way, then, "Ellen" and the news media, in this case Time magazine, entered

into a relationship that could be perceived as a single entity that functioned as a site in
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which ideological battles over culture and identity were waged long before the audience

had a chance to make up its mind about the significance of the television event itself.

Before audience perception studies are performed, therefore, it is vitally important to

study the text/news entity to determine exactly what the audience was seeing.

To date, few researchers have focused primarily upon this entity. Bennett &

Woollacott (as cited in Fiske, 1987) have studied the relationship between promotional

material and the popularity of James Bond over several decades. They found that the

meanings of Bond shifted throughout the years depending upon how promotional

materials painted his image. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, for example, Bond was

promoted as a Cold War warrior, with an emphasis in promotional materials on guns and

spy paraphanalia. In the 1970s, however, emphasis was shifted to Bond's sexuality and he

became an icon of modem bachelorhood. Bennett and Woollacott concluded, therefore,

that the symbol "Bond" had no fixed meaning in the primary text itself. Instead, the

meaning shifted according to how secondary texts interpreted and transmitted information

about Bond.

Many other studies of television programs have focused upon the primary text as a

site of ideological struggle (Schwichtenberg, 1987; Schudson, 1987; Deming & Jenkins,

1991; and Butler,1993). In an analysis of "Roseanne," for example, Lee (1992) notes an

ideological struggle between feminism and heterosexism. An important theme running

through "Roseanne" is the rich relationships that women share with one another. Lee

notes that messages of female friendship and solidarity prevail as Roseanne interacts with

her workmates and her sister. "These plots centering on female friendship and
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relationships subvert (ideological) messages that we must give up the love of women in

order to gain the approval of men" (p. 473).

At the same time, however, Lee notes that the men in the series function to frame

"Roseanne" in a heterosexual format. "Roseanne, despite her jovial 'male-bashing,' is

overwhelmingly heterosexual and all feminist messages are made more acceptable by this

explicit framing...(as) there is no critique of heterosexism as a system of power that

privileges and oppresses, heterosexism seems to be reinforced at the same time that issues

are raised that chip away at its power" (p. 474).

Lee also briefly touches upon an external force which inserts ideological tension

into the text of "Roseanne." She notes that while the show demonstrates in its narrative

and plot the tension of working class existence and the "absurdities and pain of living and

participating in the American Dream" (p. 471), it does not explicitly challenge the

dominant ideology that created the class system. "Rarely do we see the series suggesting

systematic strategies for change even though in many episodes Roseanne portrays and

describes the class and gender hierarchies inherent in different occupations" (p. 471). Lee

attributes this reluctance to explicitly challenge class ideology to the influence of

advertisers, who actively support shows that attract viewers on the "right side of the

track" in class distinctions. "In the context of commercial television, she is probably

pushing about as far as she can go against these class boundaries" (p. 471).

Other studies have focused closely upon ideological struggles that arise between

television texts and the production/commercial environment. In an analysis of "Cagney

and Lacey," for example, D'Acci (1995) found the television show to be a site of
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ideological battles between patriarchy and feminism. The show was unique in that is

featured role reversals, "women in a traditionally male profession, and women in a

standard male public-sphere genre" (p. 456). Because of this unique perspective, the

writers and producers found themselves embroiled in intense public debates over the way

in which femininity should be portrayed in the show from the beginning of their work.

The television industry, for example, worried that the role reversal would be too

threatening to much of the audience, wanted to soften the portrayal of women, showing

the main characters in a generally traditional manner, as "young, white, middle class,

stereotypically beautiful and demure" (p. 455). The production team, however, felt

strongly that the women needed to be portrayed in a progressive, feminist-oriented "real"

manner.

This tension between the television industry and the production team was apparent

throughout the history of the show, resulting in numerous compromises that tended to

support a more traditional view of femininity. Meg Foster, the original Cagney, was

replaced with Sharon Gless because Foster seemed "too masculine" (p. 460). The new

Cagney was more feminine and from a higher socioeconomic background. She was also

more of an individualist than a feminist. And throughout the series, Tyne Daly was

pressured to get better hairstyles, dress more femininely and generally look more stylish.

Show plots were often "softened" as well to take the feminist edge away from the show.

D'Assi concludes that the ideological tensions apparent in "Cagney and Lacey" and the

pressures faced by the show's creative team illustrates how television texts tend to limit

the meanings of femininity and feminism.
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In each of the above cases, researchers have demonstrated that ideological tensions

can be revealed through an analysis of a television texts alone or through an analysis of a

text's intersection with certain environmental forces. This analysis of "Ellen" should help

expand upon this research in several ways. First, by focusing upon the entity of text/news,

this study will be demonstrating a unique site of ideological tension not thoroughly studied

before. Second, by focusing upon "Ellen" as a text created by a lesbian author, this study

will demonstrate how a particular marginalized group (lesbian) struggles to resist elite

agendas and to make meanings that are relevant to its unique set of experiences.

Kellner (1995) points out that the cultural studies theorists need to examine

attempts at resistance within media texts to fully understand how marginalized groups in

society battle against dominant ideology in an attempt to gain control over their own

representations. Dyer (1981) notes in particular that the way television represents a

subgroup is a direct reflection of the group's status in society. "How a groups is spoken

for, or speaks for itself (and the distinction can be crucial), is how it is constituted

politically, that is, in relation to power in society" (Dyer, 1981, p. 6, as cited in Moritz,

1991, p. 29). This study could thus provide important information about how lesbian

subgroups resist dominant ideology, and in fact, invert it to provide alternative meaning

and access to power in American society.

As a historical understanding is important to interpreting the significance of a

textual and extratextual environment, it is important to first outline the history of

television's treatment of gay and lesbian characters.
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The History of Gays and Lesbians on Television

The history and lesbian and gay representation on television is one of invisibility

and marginilization. For almost a quarter of a century after the development of television

in the United States, not one lesbian or gay character appeared on any network television

show (Moritz, 1991; Gross, 1992).

In 1969, the first gay television character appeared in an episode of "N.Y.P.D.,"

which described homosexuality as "an area of human activity feared and detested

everywhere" (Moritz, 1991, p. 13). The few portrayals that followed were often equally

negative. A 1973 "Marcus Welby M.D." episode titled "The Other Martin Loring," for

example, featured a gay character who went to Welby for advice on dealing with his

homosexual desires. Welby assured him that "as long as he suppressed his homosexual

desires, he would not fail as a husband and father" (Moritz, 1991, p. 39).

Lesbians often fared little better. The first lesbian character on television appeared

early in 1970 during an episode of "Police Woman" titled "Flowers of Evil." The episode

centered around three lesbians who murdered patients in their old age home. Angie

Dickinson said at one point "I know what a love like yours can do to someone" (Moritz,

1991, p. 41).

Clearly, in the years immediately following television's "discovery" of

homosexuality, gays and lesbians were unambiguously portrayed as sick, evil and deviant.

Moritz (1991), Gross (1995), Fejes & Petrich (1993) and Russo (1981), among others,

note that these early stereotypical depictions of homosexuals correspond closely to the

general public's overall view of gays and lesbians. Homophobia was an accepted and
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openly practiced social belief, discrimination against gays and lesbians was commonplace,

and until 1973, the American Psychological Association listed homosexuality a pathology

needing extensive treatment (Moritz, 1991, p. 10).

After the Stonewall Riots on June 27, 1969 when New York City police raided a

Greenwich Village bar frequented by homosexuals, inciting the patrons to revolt and

demand equal rights, gay and lesbian activists began to pressure media organizations to

change they way in which they portrayed homosexual characters and issues. This led to a

gradual shift in television's treatment of the homosexual community. According to Fejes

and Petrich (1993), "the increasingly politicized gay and lesbian community of the 1970s

began to organize to demand changes in network portrayals" (p. 400).

The results of the activists' pressure on television networks has been somewhat

mixed. Certainly, their efforts led to a greater visibility of gay and lesbian characters on

television. In early 1972, ABC introduced "The Corner Bar, " a short-lived comedy with

a gay character and, in 1973, "That Certain Summer," a made-for-television movie that

offered the first sympathetic portrayal of homosexuality (Moritz, 1991).

After that, gay and lesbian characters began to be introduced in many prime time

television shows such as "All in the Family, " "Barney Miller, " "Soap, " "Medical Center, "

"Maude, " "Rhoda, " the "Bob Newhart Show" and "Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman."

This trend continued into the 1980s and 1990s, with shows such as "Golden Girls, " "Kate

and Allie, " "LA Law, " "Hill Street Blues, " "Moonlighting, " "Hunter, " "Roseanne" and

"Designing Women" dedicating full episodes to the issue of homosexuality and shows
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such as "Hotel, " "Spin City" and "Friends" incorporating recurring gay or lesbian

characters into the cast.

According to the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD), the

1997 fall television lineup will include a record-setting 30 lesbian, gay and bisexual

recurring characters (see Table 1). This represents a 23 percent increase from the

previous season and a 1,500 percent increase from the 1987 season's two characters

(Moritz, 1991, p. 25).

Table 1

Number of Homosexual Characters on Television by Network, Fall 1997.

Network Number of homosexual
characters

ABC 10

NBC 9

CBS 3

FOX 3

The WB 1

UPN 1

HBO 1

Syndication 2

Total 30

Source: GLAAD Online Action Report, 1997.

While this increase in recurring homosexual and bisexual characters seems

impressive, scholars have been quick to note that most of these characters tend to be

developed from a heterosexual perspective (Russo, 1981; Fejes & Petrich, 1993; and
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Gross, 1991), one that viewed the gay or lesbian character's homosexuality as different or

deviant. In an examination of the differences between lesbian characters in a 1978 episode

of "All in the Family" and a 1990 episode of "Designing Women," for example, Moritz

(1991) notes that although some negative lesbian stereotypes, such as the frumpy, ugly

woman or the family secret, changed over the 12 years between shows, the characters in

both shows are situated in precisely the same way by televison's narrative structure.

"Both are episodic and not members of the regular cast; both constitute the narrative

problem that the regular straight cast members must struggle to understand and resolve.

In both cases, lesbianism is presented in the narrative as abnormal from the perspective of

heterosexual normality" (p. 5-6).

Speaking about television in the 1990s, Gross (1991) notes that viewing

homosexuals from a heterosexual perspective tends to reinforce a heterosexist view of the

world. "Hardly ever shown in the media are just plain gay folks, used in roles which do

not center on their deviance as a threat to the moral order which must be countered

through ridicule or physical violence," (p. 30). The suppression of positive portrayals,

Gross argues, serves to maintain the status quo, to enforce compulsory heterosexuality,

and to keep the minority hidden from sight.

Particularly interesting in regard to Gross' statement is that "Ellen" is the first

television show in history to portray to the world "just plain gay folks." The show, in fact,

centers mainly around Ellen's "ordinaryness," letting viewers see the mundane as well as

thrilling aspects of discovering what it means to be a lesbian. The world does not stop

when Ellen declares her love for women. Her character does not change. Her life remains
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much the same as it was before she came out. And,.importantly, she is still the star of the

show. It seems then, at least in the case of this one show, that sexual minorities are no

longer being hidden from sight. This begs an important question then. Now that Ellen is

out in full view of the world, what exactly is she showing us?

The Research Question and Methodology

This study, performed within a cultural studies framework, seeks to uncover what

"Ellen" is showing us by offering an interpretation of the "Ellen" phenomenon through a

microcosmic analysis of one news and one entertainment event: the April 14, 1997 Time

magazine interview in which actress Ellen DeGeneres comes out to the public, and the

April 30, 1997 "Ellen" sitcom episode in which DeGeneres' character discovers that she is

a lesbian. The essential question of this study is what does "Ellen" mean when viewed

through two specific media frames.

Fiske (1992) notes that cultural studies is a particularly appropriate method for

studying television because the medium is a powerful agent of socialization and transmitter

of dominant ideology. Gitlin (1980) agrees, stating, "From within their private crevices,

people find themselves relying on (television) for concepts, for images of their heroes,

for guiding information, for emotional charges, for a recognition of public values, for

symbols in general, even for language. Of all the institutions of daily life, the media

specialize in orchestrating everyday consciousness" (p. 2).

Cultural studies is also appropriate for studying the "Ellen" phenomenon because it

focuses not only on media culture as a purveyor of dominant ideology, but also on media

culture as a vehicle through which subcultural groups can resist dominant ideologies by
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creating their own style and identities. According to Kellner (1995), cultural studies

attempts to show both how various people's voices and experiences are silenced and

pushed aside from the mainstream culture, and how such groups struggle against the

mainstream to articulate their own cultural values. "Cultural studies thus...aims to make

people sensitive to how relations of power and domination are encoded, or embodied, in

cultural texts, such as those of television or film" (p. 8).

One of the ways relations of power and domination are encoded in cultural texts is

through the use of language, or signs. Hall (1997) notes that language is a principle

medium through which meaning is produced and circulated through society. Languages

work to produce meaning, he says, through representation. "Essentially, we can say that

(social) practices work like languages, not because they are all written or spoken, but

because they all use some element to stand for or represent what we want to say, to

express or communicate a thought, concept, idea or feeling" (p. 4).

This representation of thoughts, concepts, ideas or feelings takes different forms

depending upon the language "spoken." Spoken languages use sound, written language

uses words, musical language uses notes on a scale, the fashion industry uses items of

clothing and television uses digitally or electronically produced dots on a screen to

communicate (Hall, 1997, p. 4). The importance of these ways of communicating,

according to Hall, lies not in their actual physical attributes, but instead in how they

function, what they do. "(These elements) construct meaning and transmit it. They

signify. They don't have any clear meaning in themselves. Rather they are the vehicles or
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media which carry meaning because they operate as symbols, which stand for or represent

the meanings we wish to communicate" (p. 5).

In other words, these symbols function as signs, which "represent our concepts,

ideas and feelings in such a way as to enable others to read, decode or interpret their

meaning in roughly the same way that we do" (p. 5). For example, the sign "American

flag" functions not only to distinguish America from, say, France at international meetings,

but also as an embodiment of American ideals and ideology. In the American "language,"

therefore, the sign "flag" conveys meaning about who we are and what we stand for.

Fiske (1992) notes an important point about signs. Drawing from the work of

Valentin Volosinov in the 1970s, he attributes the meaning of a sign to the social context

of in which it is used. In capitalist systems, for example, Fiske says the social context of a

sign's use is typically one of social struggle and that the sign itself becomes part of that

social struggle (p. 299). Because the meaning of a sign can change depending upon who

is using it--what "language" they are speaking--signs can become "accented" (p. 299) to

represent the social interests of a particular group against those of others. The American

flag, therefore, takes on a different meaning when spoken by mainstream Americans, who

may accent it to mean the embodiment of the American ideal, and when spoken by

Vietnam war protestors, who may accent the flag to mean the embodiment of American

imperialism and violence.

Because signs can be accented in different ways, groups struggle to privilege their

interpretation over others. The interests of the socially dominant are served by what Fiske

(1992) calls "uniaccentuality;" by limiting the meanings of a sign to those that it bears
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when spoken with a dominant accent. He showed that news reports about a railroad

strike, for example, were presented from the point of view of management. The unions

were labeled as the cause of the strike and the conflict was presented as between the union

and the railroads, rather than between the union and management. This distinction set the

unions up as threats to national security and drew attention away from management

practices that may have led to the strikes.

Furthermore, the news reports consistently noted that management "offered," but

the unions "demanded." Fiske notes that this rhetorical strategy reveals the "middle-class

position" (p. 301) of the media organization. "The consistent ascription of the generous

offer and the grasping demand to management and unions, respectively, is clear evidence

of the social location of this particular discourse" (p. 301). In general, the news reports

functioned to limit the sign "strike" to a dominant accent, thus preventing the union from

presenting its own interpretation and point of view (p. 299).

Non-dominant groups, like the unions, on the other hand, struggle against

dominant limitations by attempting to exploit the "multiaccentuality" of a particular sign.

That is, non-dominant groups seek to bring a wider variety of interpretations to signs

which have typically been spoken with a dominant, or uniaccentual, accent. For example,

in a 1984 study of teen-age girls and the movie "Flashdance," McRobbie (as cited in Fiske,

1992) demonstrated that the movie could be read in several different ways. In particular,

she found that the girls interpreted the film counter-ideologically. She notes that on one

level of reading, the film works hegemonically-the female factory worker uses her dancing

skills to win a place in a ballet company and marry the boss's son. In the process she
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displays her body for patriarchal pleasure. "Women, so the hegemonic reading would go,

are rewarded for their ability to use their beauty and talents to give pleasure to men" (p.

303).

On the other hand, McRobbie found among the teen-agers a set of meanings for

dance and female sexuality that contested and struggled against patriarchal hegemony.

She found that, for the girls, dance functioned as a form of autoeroticism, "a pleasure in

their own bodies and sexuality that gives them an identity not dependent upon the male

gaze of approval" (p. 304). Their pleasure resulted from re-interpreting the sign "woman

dancer" to help them assert their unique identity and difference from the rest of society.

This meaning, McRobbie adds, is one that the girls made out of the cultural signs provided

for them by patriarchy.

Thus, signs not only function as shorthand transmitters of culture, but also as sites

of power struggle between dominant and non-dominant groups. This is particularly

important to understand in regard to the "Ellen" phenomenon, since in the past the sign

"lesbian and gay" has typically been spoken with a dominant accent that pushed

homosexuals away from the mainstream and divested them of social and cultural power

(Gross, 1991, Fejes and Petrich, 1991; Moritz, 1991; Fiske, 1992). However, in April of

1997, DeGeneres, by coming out loudly, appeared to have opened up the sign "lesbian and

gay" to other interpretations. How her interpretation of "gayness" differed from a

mainstream interpretation has yet to be fully studied.

Specifically, then, this study will use discourse/ideological analysis to examine the

ways in which the "Ellen" television episode and the Time magazine interview accented
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the meaning of the sign "I'm gay" to suit their different purposes. In examining the way in

which each medium framed both the connotation and denotation of the term, the study will

seek to uncover any ideological tensions between the two texts because, according to

Fiske (1992), "not only is the distribution of power in society paralleled by the distribution

of meanings in texts, but also struggles for social power are paralleled by semiotic

struggles for meanings" (p. 305). Thus, the discovery of an ideological struggle between

"Ellen" and Time magazine could point to ideological tensions, and perhaps ideological

changes, within the larger society.

Fiske (1987) notes that to understand television programs and the way in which

they produce meaning in society, it is necessary to understand television's discourse. He

defines discourse as a verbal or nonverbal system of representation that has developed

socially in order to make and circulate a coherent set of meanings about a certain topic. In

other words, discourse is the way we communicate meaning.

Furthermore, Fiske notes that discourses represent power relations in society.

"(Discourses) serve the interests of that section of society within which the discourse

originates and...work ideologically to naturalize those meanings into common sense. They

can either promote or oppose the dominant ideology" (Fiske, 1987, p. 14).

This association of discourses with power structures was first articulated by

Foucault (1980). Discourses, Foucault said, were more about relations of power than

about relations of meaning. He believed that an analysis of any discourse could provide

answers to understand the way power was distributed in society during a particular

historical moment. "One's point of reference should not be to the great model of language
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(langue) and signs, but to that of war and battle. The history which bears and determines

us has the form of a war rather than that of a language" (Foucault, 1980, p. 114, as cited

in Hall, 1997). In other words, Foucault believed that discourse not only signifies the way

meaning is created in society, but also the way people act, the way they battle ("war")

over resources and means of representation. In a way then, according to Foucault,

society does what society speaks.

Drawing from the work of Foucault and Fiske, the underlying assumption of

discourse analysis in this study is that critics can see the dominant rules and structures of a

culture by studying what is said and done in media texts such as television shows or

magazine articles. "By looking at discursive elements, the critic is able to discern the

matrix of social, historical and institutional relations that impinge upon the formation of

the discourse in the first place" (Demings & Jenkins, 1991, p. 48). In other words, an

analysis of the discourses of the "Ellen" television show and the Time magazine article can

provide information about underlying cultural beliefs and practices, or ideologies.

Ideological analysis is of central importance cultural studies and is an appropriate

supplement to discursive analysis because it focuses specifically on the way in which

contemporary power structures are both reproduced in and threatened by texts that appear

to stand in opposition to dominant ideological beliefs. According to White (1992),

although dominant ideological interests prevail on television, sometimes society is

confronted with a variety of issues, ideas, and values that cannot easily be subsumed under

the heading of ruling ideology. She feels that it is of utmost importance to study these
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multiple perspectives and contradictions, "through and across the texts that comprise

television," (p. 190) in order to develop a deeper understanding of ideological practice.

This paper will therefore examine the ways in which the discourse about gayness in

the April 14, 1997 Time magazine interview with DeGeneres functioned in tandem with

and in opposition to the discourse about gayness in the "Ellen" television show. In

particular, this study will focus most intensely upon the interplay of the sign "I'm gay"

presented in both texts, looking for sites of intersection and friction between two different

ideologies: heteronormality on Time's part and homonormality on DeGeneres' part.

The terms heteronormality and homonormality are derived in large part from

Rich's (1980) essay "Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence" in which the

author examines heterosexuality as a political institution and as a "beachhead of male

dominance" (p. 64). In the essay, Rich notes that capitalism forces women away from

each other and into the power of men. It does so by, for example, denying women's

sexuality, forcing male sexuality upon women, commanding or exploiting women's labor

to control their produce, controlling children, confining women physically to prevent their

movement, using women as objects in male transactions and cramping women's creativity

(p. 70). These techniques, Rich argues, point to "a pervasive cluster of forces, ranging

from physical brutality to control of consciousness...that function to convince women that

marriage, and sexual orientation toward men, are inevitable" (p. 71).

In a brief discussion of pornography and advertising, for example, Rich notes that

images of women as objects of sexual appetite abound. These images, she argues, present

two messages. First, that women are natural sexual prey to men and love it, "that
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sexuality and violence are congruent and that for women sex is essentially masochistic,

humiliation pleasurable, physical abuse erotic" (p. 72). At the same time, she notes

another message hidden in pornographic and advertising images of women. "Along with

this message comes another, not always recognized: that enforced submission and the use

of cruelty, if played out in heterosexual pairing, is sexually normal, while sensuality

between women, including erotic mutuality and respect, is queer, sick and either

pornographic in itself or not very exciting compared with the sexuality of whips and

bondage" (p. 72, emphasis added).

This "ideology of heterosexual romance" (p. 76), Rich argues, is incorporated not

only in advertising and pornography, but also in fairy tales, television, films and popular

songs. In other words, Rich argues that the media, both electronic and print, function to

socialize their audiences to be heterosexual. In this prevalent patriarchal ideology,

heterosexuality is institutionalized and normalized while homosexuality is disenfranchised

and demonized.

Drawing from Rich's comments, then, this study defines heteronormality as a

pervasive social belief that heterosexuality is natural and normal. Homosexuality, viewed

from a heteronormal perspective, is unnatural, deviant, strange and threatening to social

stability.

Homonormality, on the other hand, is defined as the belief that homosexuality is

neither deviant nor unnatural. Instead, homosexuality viewed from the homonormal

perspective is normal, healthy and non-threatening. Furthermore, homonormality holds

that homosexuals are fully-participating, valuable members of society who have the same
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hopes, dreams and needs as everyone else. Heterosexuality, viewed from a homonormal

perspective, is simply another form of sexuality, neither more socially appropriate nor

socially acceptable than homosexuality.

An examination of the interplay of these polarized ideological positions in

reference to the television show and the magazine article may provide not only a map of

society's existing power structure, where institutionalized heteronormality marginilizes

lesbians and gays, but also may provide an illustration of ideology in transition. Fiske

(1992) and Hall (1995) note that ideology is a dynamic process constantly reproduced and

reconstituted in social practice. Because ideology is not fixed, but is instead rather fluid in

nature, it is possible that tensions between heteronormality and homonormality are

working to help redefine how lesbians and gays are viewed in society. In other words, a

new meaning of homosexuality, defined neither from a homonormal perspective nor from

a heteronormal one, could now be forming at the site of friction between the two

ideologies. If so, an analysis of the discursive differences between "Ellen" and Time

magazine could be an important first step in predicting the way society will treat lesbians

and gays in the future.

The following chapters will analyze the way in which DeGeneres and her writing

staff portrayed Ellen Morgan's coming out from a homonormal perspective--one that

sought to sympathetically portray the character's revelation as a natural, human process--

by accenting the sign "I'm gay" in a positive manner. An analysis of Time magazine's

interview with DeGeneres to follow will, on the other hand, demonstrate a less-positive
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interpretation of the sign "I'm gay," indicating a heteronormal perspective that

marginalizes homosexuality and frames it in terms of deviance.



CHAPTER 3

"SUSAN, I'M GAY": "ELLEN" AND HOMONORMALITY

In an examination of American television and lesbian characters, Moritz (1991)

notes that lesbian characters were virtually invisible on television through the mid-1980s.

After 1985, lesbians began appearing more frequently on television, with shows such as

"Golden Girls," "Kate and Allie," Moonlighting" and "Hotel" developing episodes that

included story lines about lesbians. However, only one recurring lesbian character

appeared regularly on any television show through 1991: 1988's "HeartBeat," a television

drama that featured the character Marilyn McGrath, a lesbian nurse in a progressive

women's health care hospital. Interestingly, although McGrath was cast as a lesbian from

the start, her sexuality was deliberately withheld from the audience until the fifth of the

original six shows because the show's producers wanted to assure the audience that she

was a likeable, normal woman before revealing that she was also a lesbian (Moritz, 1991,

p. 97).

Moritz (1991) finds it significant that only one lesbian character regularly appeared

on network television during the 1980s. She attributes this lack to an unwillingness on the

part of the public and the networks to embrace homosexuals as normal parts of American

society.

The industry's failure to create regular cast members who are lesbian or gay
demonstrates television's reluctance to change...This cultural invisibility in the
most powerful and pervasive of our public arenas for discussion denies lesbians

38
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status and hence power in society. It deprives them of cultural heroes and role
models. In addition, it denies the culture at large the opportunity to explore the
goals, needs, definition, aspirations and contributions of lesbians. It further
isolates an already isolated group (p. 9).

Through the course of the 1990s, television began to bring lesbians out of isolation

with more frequency due in large part to pressure from gay and lesbian media watchdog

groups like the National Gay Task Force and the Gay Media Task Force who have had

longstanding requests before the networks for the initiation of gay and lesbian characters

as regular television cast members (Moritz, 1991, p. 46). As Table 2 shows, nine lesbian

characters appeared regularly on the television lineup in 1997.

Table 2

Recurring Lesbian Characters on Television by Network, Fall 1997.

Television Show Character(s) Network

"Ellen" Main character Ellen Morgan ABC

"E.R." Emergency room intern Dr. Maggie Doyle NBC

"NYPD Blue" Officer Abby Sullivan ABC

"Mad About You" Paul's sister Debbie Buchman and her NBC
girlfriend Joan, who is also Jaimie's
gynecologist

"Friends" Ross' ex-wife Carol Wylick and her girlfriend NBC
Susan Bunch

"Babylon 5" Lt. Commander Susan Ivanova and station Syndicated
telepath Talia Winters

Source: GLAAD Online TV Scoreboard, 1997.

Other television shows, while not specifically featuring lesbians and lesbian-

centered storylines, have incorporated themes that attract and "speak" to a lesbian
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audience. "Xena:Warrior Princess," for example, first produced in Australia in 1994, has

become a favorite show for many lesbians. The program's plot centers around Xena, a

mythological female warrior, who travels the ancient world with her friend Gabrielle to

protect the innocent and the powerless. In the process, she battles men, monsters, the

gods and other mythological creatures.

During the show's four years in production, Xena has become an icon for lesbian

women around the world (Ellis, 1997). Numerous web sites are devoted to lesbian fans of

the show and many lesbian bars have special "Xena" viewing nights for their patrons

(alt.culture online report, 1998). In a small survey of 35 lesbian women, Wilson (1997)

found that 95 percent said that "Xena" was their favorite show. The survey respondents

noted that they were particularly drawn to the relationship between Xena and Gabrielle.

One woman said she loved Xena's protectiveness toward Gabrielle, but also that Xena

was also dependent upon her friend's support. "(I love) the fact that although Xena is the

physical protector, we know that she needs Gab just as much as Gab need her. The

relationship between these two characters is the greatest I have ever seen on television."

Most survey respondents also said they were drawn to "Xena" because the show

portrayed women as strong and independent. One respondent said, "I love the sensuality

of a strong, beautiful woman who accepts and celebrates her strength and power...(Xena)

crosses the line between male and female character traits while never losing her feminine

appeal. The more powerful she is, the more vulnerable she becomes."

The response of lesbians to "Xena" illustrates Doty's (1993) point that gays and

lesbians, deprived of a wide variety of specific images of themselves on television, often
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the changes in numbers reflect attempts to reinforce mainstream cultural values.

According to Moritz (1991), "The picture of social reality created by this system is not

designed to accurately reflect subcultures as much as to incorporate them into the cultural

framework so that they no longer constitute a challenge" (p. 54). Thus, the effect of

portraying lesbians as "out of the loop" and as creations of non-lesbian actresses could be

to "mask the contradictions in the social system, to fragment the subgroups and keep them

from forming a unified force, and to present the illusion of unity within the system" (p.

55). In other words, although there are most lesbians and lesbian-identified shows on

television in the late-1990s, the portrayals could still be problematic because lesbian

actresses and lesbian characters are still outside the mainstream and thus still outside of

power structures in plot lines and in society as a whole.

As mentioned earlier, "Ellen" is the only television show as of 1997 in which a

lesbian has power both as a character and as an actress. It is possible, then, that the social

reality reflected by the show could function as a counter-measure and a challenge against

mainstream marginalization of lesbians and gays. The following analysis of "Ellen's"

coming out episode will look for ways in which lesbians and gays are brought into the

mainstream from a homonormal context. It will do so by examining the way the sign "I'm

gay" is accented by DeGeneres and her writing team in a positive, inclusive manner. First,

however, it is important to understand the way in which the television show is structured

within the overall social context.

"Ellen" is a situation comedy; a weekly television production that focuses upon

one or several main characters who function as a family unit (Smith, 1991). Each week,
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the main characters encounter a situation that throws their relatively normal life into

disarray. By the use of their wits (or lack thereof) the characters work to overcome the

problem, and, by the time the show ends each week, normalcy is restored.

According to Malhotra (1998), the appeal of the sitcom lies in the fact that the

audience becomes attached to the characters on the show and therefore brings them into

the home week after week. The audience not only becomes attached to the sitcom's

characters, but also learns lessons from them. Swindler et.al., note, "The drama and the

humor these shows offer come from experiences that teach individuals moral lessons about

themselves or others, or from the growth of understanding and acceptance among the

members of a loving group" (Swindler, Rapp & Soysal, 1986, p. 329, as cited in Mahotra,

1998, p. 5).

One reason the sitcom genre can be effective in teaching the audience lessons

about being members of a loving family group has to do with the nature of comedy itself.

Deming and Jenkins (1991) note that comedy is a powerful tool that helps people vent

their frustrations over the limits placed on them by their culture, yet at the same time helps

people feel safe because they are not part of the situation being presented.

Situation comedy tests the boundaries of sex and class assumptions especially,
often from within the context of the family or work group. This testing of
boundaries, of course, takes place from a position of virtual safety. The events
portrayed seldom seriously threaten the stability of dominant assumptions.
Comedy is serious cultural business, but because we can always step back from
it-ultimately it is just kidding-we are not threatened directly by it, as individuals or
as a society (p. 48).

In this statement Demings and Jenkins also acknowledge another important point

to understand about television sitcoms: they are not produced in a vacuum. Instead,
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sitcoms, and all television programs, arise from a specific cultural environment that is

generally controlled by white, male heterosexuals whose perspective tends to shape the

color and content of the product. Because of this, few alternative views are given the

opportunity to gain true prominence on television as those in power have a vested interest

in promoting their agenda as the only acceptable one (Leonard, 1998). Thus, no matter

what problems or social situations the characters encounter through the course of a single

show, in the end traditional order is restored and all is well again until the next episode.

"Ellen" presents an interesting new dimension to this traditional sitcom paradigm,

due in large part to two reasons: the unique characteristics of the Disney organization,

which owns Cap Cities/ABC and the "Ellen" television show, and the efforts of

DeGeneres herself. The Disney Company, which reported first quarter revenues of $6.3

billion in January, 1998, is one of the largest media and entertainment organizations in the

world (Disney Online Earnings Release, 1998), second only to Time Warner Inc.

(Streisand, 1997). Owning theme parks, vacation resorts, movie production companies,

television and radio broadcasting organizations and publishing enterprises (Streisand,

1997), Disney is an extremely powerful cultural force in U.S. society.

Traditionally, the company has been considered a "wholesome," family-centered

organization well in line with mainstream values (Streisand, 1997). In recent years,

however, as Disney began to buy media organizations such as Miramax Films and

CapCities/ABC, the organization has come under a great deal of public scrutiny.

"Because Americans seem to expect this company, above all others, to reflect their values,
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Disney is the number one target for culture critics, the religious right, and activists

defending everything from wild animals to Arab traditions" (Streisand, p. 45, 1997).

Particularly disturbing to conservative Christian groups is Disney's seemingly kind

stance toward homosexuals and homosexual issues, such as the company's extension of

health benefits to live-in partners of homosexual employees, the production of the "Ellen"

television show and Hyperion Press' (a Disney subsidiary) publication of several books

written by and about gay men that were sympathetic to the experience the men had

growing up gay in the United States. These actions, among others, led conservative

Christian groups to feel that Disney was a prime factor in promoting a homosexual agenda

throughout society. Because of this, in July, 1997, the Southern Baptists declared a

boycott of the Disney Company so as to "restore the greatness of Christian thought and

values to every area of American life" (Miller, 1997).

At the same time, the Disney Company has also come under attack by liberal

organizations for being too mainstream. Pollitt (1997), reporter for The Nation, for

example, believes that despite Disney's stance toward homosexuals, the company's prime

agenda is the reproduction of traditional, patriarchal values. "In "Hercules," being strong

and destructive is the summum bonum for all the men and being beautiful, thin and sexy is

the basic requirement for all the female characters..."Hercules" brought home to me the

totalizing power of the corporate media" (p. 9). Other groups have criticized Disney's

reliance upon stereotypes of non-mainstream groups, such as those in "Pochahontas" and

"Aladdin," while numerous organizations have criticized Disney for its reliance upon

poorly-paid labor in the third world to produce its clothing and merchandise. "In Haiti,
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poor women produce Disney clothing such as Pochahontas T-shirts and "Lion King"

outfits for kids...Disney has been buying clothes from this same contractor for 20 years"

(Solomon, 1996).

Critics on both sides agree, however, that the prime motivator for the decisions

Disney makes are economic in nature. Streisand (1997) notes that Disney's CEO Michael

Eisner plans for the company to increase its earnings by 15 percent a year. To do this, the

company needs to expand into more lines of business so as to attract the widest possible

audience, including lesbians and gays who have increasing amounts of discretionary

income to spend at resorts and on merchandise. At the same time, the company also has

to try to avoid veering too far from the mainstream because of its reliance upon its

wholesome image. "The company must safeguard the wholesome image that is both the

core of its identity and the source of its market strength. Parents, looking for shortcuts in

an increasingly crowded and complex entertainment world regard Disney as a trustworthy

marker; it is a reputation the company must not squander" (Streisand, 1997, p. 46).

So, in order to continue growing economically, the Disney Company must attract

new, diverse audiences while maintaining its conservative, mainstream image. One way

that the company does this is by acquiring other media organizations to populate the front

line, while it stays in the background, away from the full force of any controversy, so that

it is able to exert economic pressure upon its media subsidiaries in relative quiet

(Streisand, 1997, p. 46). In the case of "Ellen," this quiet economic pressure from the

background resulted in numerous machinations to assure both that the public was excited

and interested in "Ellen," and that Disney remained clear from most of the controversy.
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According to Steyn (1997), during "Ellen's" coming out week, Disney pressured

ABC to wage a massive publicity campaign to help increase the profitability of the show.

"'Ellen's' coming out week was also the week ABC News accidentally outed itself as not

a journalistic operation at all but just another outpost of the Disney merchandising

machine" (Steyn, 1997). He notes, for example, ABC's decision to push back Diane

Sawyer's interview with DeGeneres from April 22 to April 25 to capitalize upon the

important sweeps week. "It was ABC's willingness to conscript its entire news output in

the service of puffing 'Ellen' that was the most brazen. From the start, the decision to

come out was presented as 'controversial,' with the allegedly pro-family Disney said to be

considering nixing the move" (Steyn, 1997). In reality, Steyn believes, Disney was waiting

in the background to "crunch the numbers" from "Ellen's" coming out to see if the show

would help increase the company's profits.

The most important way the entertainment media create profit is through

advertisers, who give their money to programs that attract the largest demographically

attractive audience (McManus, 1992). A main concern of advertisers, then, is assuring

that a program will not offend a large portion of any audience they seek to address. In the

case of "Ellen's" coming out episode, then, both Disney and advertisers were concerned

that the gay theme of the show would "turn off' potential audience members, thus

reducing the number of people exposed to advertising messages. As a result, Disney and

ABC continually attempted to review and correct the coming out episode's script to

remove anything they considered too offensive. DeGeneres told the LA Times that she

was frustrated and upset by the network's attempts. "I'm really excited that we're doing
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something nobody is doing, but it is a fight. These are large corporations, and

unfortunately I don't know if the dog wags the tail, or the tail wags the dog. It's

advertisers who seem to control a lot of what goes on, and it scares the people who are in

charge of making these decisions" (Rauzi, 1997).

Disney and ABC's concern was heightened by the response of conservative

Christians to the announcement that DeGeneres would come out on television. Jerry

Falwell's Christian Coalition immediately began writing advertisers to inform them that

they would not support any product that sponsored the "Ellen" show (Reputation

Management, 1997). As a result, Johnson & Johnson, General Motors and Chrysler

announced that they would not advertise during the coming out episode. Falwell quickly

declared victory, stating "I want to congratulate the chairmen of these three companies.

They have done the responsible and right thing. This is, in effect, corporate America

standing with people of faith in defense of the family. I can't imagine that network

programmers could possibly believe that our nation's parents are pleased with this

unapologetic kowtowing to a small minority of homosexuals" (RM, 1997). Wendy's and

J. C. Penney also decided to pull their advertising from the "Ellen" coming out show.

Other advertisers, however, refused to boycott the coming out episode.

Volkswagon said it would run its "Drivers Wanted" ads during the show because

"Volkswagon is a very cool, progressive company and isn't into prejudice...Furthermore,

people who have alternative lifestyles also make money and buy cars" (RM, 1997). And

Absolut vodka, one of the first brands to advertise heavily to gays and lesbians, hosted

special viewing parties for the April 30 episode with GLAAD in which "Absolut Ellen"
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cocktails were featured. Other advertisers who did not pull out included Listerine, the

Texas Lotto, Cinna-burst gum, Midol, Vagisil, Allegra, Vaseline, Target and Visa.

One of the reasons these advertisers supported the show could have been due in

large part to surveys that suggested that the public supported DeGeneres' actions. A poll

conducted by the Associated Press showed that although Americans were still conflicted

when it came to gay and lesbian issues (one-in-four older adults said they would not

approve of a gay character on television), a majority of young people said they approved

of an openly gay lead character on a prime-time television show and that they would have

little reluctance to buy products that were advertised during the show(RM, 1997).

Another poll, conducted by Women's Wire online, found that 77 percent of respondents

approved of DeGeneres coming out and that 62 percent would not change their opinions

of ABC or Disney if the show was aired (Women's Wire online, 1997). And, in a survey

sponsored by the marketing firm Eisner & Associates of 1,000 Americans before the April

30 coming out episode, 18 percent of people who planned to watch the episode said they

would be more likely to buy from advertisers who stayed with the show, while 3 percent

said they would be less likely to buy from them. Seventeen percent of potential viewers

said they would be less likely to buy from the advertisers who abandoned "Ellen," versus 5

percent who would be more likely to buy from them (Marketing Tools online, 1997).

Because these surveys suggested that advertisers would not be hurt by supporting

DeGeneres' coming out, "Ellen," the first show on television produced by a lesbian and

featuring a lesbian character, was supported quietly by Disney who, in an attempt to

increase the profit of its ABC subsidiary, wanted to attract a more diversified audience.
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At the same time, if the show didn't make money, or if the pressure from conservative

groups such as the Southern Baptists began to hurt the company's finances, it was clear to

the creative team and the ABC network that the show would not be supported (Steyn,

1997).

Leonard (1998) notes that such economic pressure upon the show created a

tension of negotiation between the agendas of DeGeneres and CapCities/ABC (p. 4). This

tension showed itself in the was the coming out episode both adhered to and deviated

from traditional sitcom paradigms. While the show remained true to standard (and

profitable) conventions by presenting humorous problems for characters to overcome

every week in order to restore normalcy, the solution, particularly in the coming-out

episode, did not fall into place alongside a mainstream heterosexual agenda. In fact, the

restoration of normalcy in "Ellen" depended upon the characters' and viewers' ability to

overcome traditional beliefs about the deviance of homosexuality while at the same time

supporting traditional beliefs about fidelity and compassion to loved ones.

This new, non-traditional twist on sitcom solutions was due in large part to the

efforts of DeGeneres and her creative staff. Interviews with DeGeneres and her writing

staff clearly show their desire to promote a homonormal perspective when bringing Ellen

Morgan out of the closet. DeGeneres told the press over and over again that she wanted

to contribute to increasing society's acceptance level for gays and lesbians. After

receiving the Emmy for best writing in a television comedy for the coming out episode,

DeGeneres accepted the award on behalf of "All the gay teenagers out there. There's

nothing wrong with you. Don't ever let anybody make you feel ashamed of who you are."
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DeGeneres later told the Associated Press that such Emmy-night recognition is a "big

nod" of approval from the industry, and noted that she hopes her character will "help

viewers see that there are gay people and we are OK."

Ellen's writers seemed to agree with DeGeneres about their desire to humanize

lesbianism. Head writer for "Ellen" Tim Doyle (1997), in an interview with the New

York Daily News, noted that the writers and producers of "Ellen" hoped to break down

homophobic attitudes in society. "With "Ellen," the barrier we'd like to break down is to

sort of normalize who and what she is, to make the audience understand that - and not

run screaming for the doors." Clearly, then, "Ellen's" creative team hoped to portray

Morgan's struggle from a homonormal perspective.

The four scenes this study will examine occur in approximately 10 minute

intervals throughout the one-hour episode. Each scene represents a milestone in Ellen's

discovery and eventual acceptance of her lesbian feelings. Together, the scenes work to

promote a homonormal perspective by showing the audience that the sign "I'm gay" can

be spoken in a variety of ways, not the least of which is as a signifier of normal humanity.

To review, the coming out episode revolves around the relationship between Ellen

Morgan and Susan (Laura Dern), a television producer introduced to Ellen through her

high school sweetheart Richard (Steven Eckholdt), a TV news anchor. Susan, an "out"

lesbian very comfortable with her sexuality, becomes the catalyst for Ellen's discovery

that she, too, is gay, but only after several scenes in which Ellen tries desperately to deny

any sexual desire for women.
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The first prolonged encounter between Ellen and Susan occurs in Scene 5, about

10 minutes after the beginning of the show. The interaction between the two women

during this scene illustrates Fiske's (1992) assertion about the way in which dominant and

non-dominant groups struggle to control the language, or accent, of a sign. In this case,

Ellen assumes a dominant voice as she struggles to "speak" gayness with a "uniaccentual"

voice, while Susan assumes a non-dominant voice as she struggles to speak gayness from

a "multiaccentual" position.

The scene begins with Ellen and Richard sitting in his hotel room discussing the

fun they used to have when they dated in school. During the course of their conversation,

Richard lets Ellen know he is still attracted to her and tries to kiss her. She becomes

uncomfortable, tells Richard she wants to take things slowly, tells him goodnight and

backs out of the room. In the hallway, she runs into Susan, who, seeing Ellen's

discomfort, invites her into her room to talk.

The atmosphere of Susan's hotel room is warm and inviting. The lights are misty,

the walls are paneled in a honey-colored wood and music plays softly in the background.

Susan, dressed in a white suit with bare feet, looks entirely comfortable and at ease with

herself and her surroundings.

Susan invites Ellen to sit on the couch, which directly faces the camera. As Ellen

moves to sit, she and Susan end up attempting to sit in the same place on the couch. They

laugh in embarrassment and Susan moves to the other side to sit down. Both women lean

against the arms of the couch and sit cross-legged facing each other across the couch.
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As the characters begin to talk to each other, they realize they share a great deal in

common, including their sense of humor. When Ellen tells Susan she saw John Lee

Hooker singing at the New Orleans Jazz Fest, they engage in the following discussion:

Susan: Oh my God! I love the Jazz Fest. I sold crawfish at the Jazz Fest.

Ellen: Wait a minute. I bought crawfish at the Jazz Fest. Were you a 60-year-old
Black man?

Susan: (laughing) That was me. It's so weird. We're so alike.

Ellen: I know. It's really strange. I never met anybody that I...like this. It's like
I'm looking in a mirror. You know? Like a fun house mirror where I'm taller and
thinner, but....(laughter)

The women are undoubtedly enjoying each other's company and clearly

understand each other's sense of humor. Significantly, Ellen says it's like looking in the

mirror as she talks to Susan. She can't articulate clearly what she is feeling ("I never met

anybody that I...like this..."), but clearly the connection Ellen is sensing with Susan is

something she's never encountered before. The comfortable seating of the women, the

soft lighting in the room and the witty dialogue work together to create a sense of

"rightness" in the situation.

Ellen begins to feel more comfortable and starts to tell Susan about what happened

between herself and Richard. In the dialogue, Ellen struggles to understand why she does

not reciprocate Richard's feelings.

Ellen: Richard came on to me when I was in his room.

Susan: Really?

Ellen: Yeah, really. How weird.
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Susan: Yeah.

Ellen: I mean, I've known him for so long. I mean, he's so great. He's smart and

funny and...

Susan: Gorgeous.

Ellen: Gorgeous, yeah. I mean, he's everything. He's perfect, you know? And I

mean, why am I not interested? You know?

Susan: (laughing) I can't imagine!

In this discussion, Ellen lets Susan and the audience see how confused she is by her

discomfort with Richard's advances. If he is perfect and kind and smart and gorgeous,

why doesn't she feel attracted to him, she asks Susan. Susan, sensing the reason why, but

misreading Ellen's understanding of the reason, laughs ironically and shrugs "I can't

imagine."

Interestingly, during this dialogue, the audience gets drawn into a deeper

understanding of Ellen because it is obvious that Ellen does not find Richard attractive

because she is clicking so well with Susan. Although Ellen sits further away from Susan

than she did from Richard, she is much closer to Susan both emotionally and spiritually.

The dialogue between the two women and their excitement as they talk to each other

seems natural and easy, particularly in contrast to the stilted conversation Ellen shared

with Richard earlier.

So, although Ellen does not yet realize her attraction to Susan, the audience has

been given the opportunity to see how much better it is for Ellen when she is with a

woman. This is an extremely powerful moment for the audience because it now finds

itself privy to a more positive interpretation of the sign "I'm gay" than Ellen herself yet
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understands. Because it sees how comfortable the women are together, it is, in a sense,

being led to root for Ellen to acknowledge the comfort herself. In essence, the audience,

wanting the best for a character its grown to know and love, finds itself wanting Ellen to

let go of Richard and embrace Susan. In other words, the audience is being asked to

accent gayness from a homonormal perspective.

At the same time, Ellen assumes a heteronormal perspective during the scene as

she struggles to confine the sign "I'm gay" to a uniaccentual, dominant meaning. When

Susan says to Ellen "I'm gay," Ellen becomes very uncomfortable. Although she says

"Oh, how about that? Gay. Good. Gay. Good for you," she draws her knees up to her

chest and backs far into the corner of the couch. While Ellen tries to be liberal about

Susan's gayness, her defensive posture shows that she has problems being comfortable

with a gay person nearby. From Ellen's heteronormal perspective, then, the sign "I'm

gay" refers mainly to things that are strange, deviant and slightly dangerous.

The strangeness and danger increases exponentially when Susan tells Ellen that she

thought Ellen was gay as well.

Susan: In fact, I thought you were gay too.

Ellen: You thought I was gay?

Susan: Yes.

Ellen: Why, why, why would you think I was gay?

Susan: Oh, wow. I'm sorry. I just kind of got that vibe.

Ellen: Vibe? Like a gay vibe? You know? Like I'm giving off some kind of gay
vibration? You know? Gay? That's funny. No. I think what you're sensing is a
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very, very strong "I like men" vibe and it's throwing you a little bit. So you are
confused about that.

As Ellen speaks, she crosses and uncrosses her legs, gets off the couch and backs

to the doorway. She reaches Susan's wet bar, picks up a glass and beings to fill it with ice

as she talks. She is so focused on denying Susan's assumption, she doesn't notice that she

overfills the glass and ice falls on the floor. When Susan points out that Ellen is spilling

the ice, Ellen defensively retorts, "I know. I like ice. Heterosexuals like ice."

In this section of dialogue, DeGeneres and the writing staff investigate the process

of stereotyping, which, according to Hall (1997), is part of the maintenance of social and

symbolic order. "(Stereotyping) sets up a symbolic frontier between the normal and the

deviant... the acceptable and the unacceptable...between insiders and outsiders, us and

them" (p. 258). In using an excess of ice to prove that she is different from Susan, Ellen is

attempting to set up a symbolic gully between the two women. "Ice," she says, falsely

associating it with heterosexuality, "is normal and acceptable. Your way of life

(homosexuality) is deviant and outside the realm of the acceptable." Social order is

maintained for Ellen because she has found something that distinguishes her from the sign

"I'm gay," which makes her uncomfortable.

At the same time, DeGeneres and the writing staff include a more subtle

interpretation of stereotypes during the dialogue. Hall (1997) notes the stereotyping is

hegemonic in nature. "The establishment of normalcy (i.e., what is accepted as normal)

through social - and stereo-types is one aspect of the habit of ruling groups...to attempt to

fashion the whole of society according to their own world view, value system, sensibility
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and ideology" (p. 259). Ellen's stereotypical thinking functions as an attempt to control

the situation so that her actions appear normal and Susan's appear abnormal. In

attempting this control, however, Ellen reduces her world view to the size of an ice cube,

investing the ice with much more significance than it warrants. Thus, the show subtly tells

viewers, the use of stereotypes to "fashion the whole of society," to hegemonically spin

the significance of others' thoughts and actions, is reductionist in nature and functions

only to put barriers between people. The ice, and stereotypes in general, the writers say,

serve not as symbols of absolute proof, but more to protect people from acknowledging

things they don't want to see.

In the next few lines of dialogue, Ellen continues her reliance upon stereotypes.

Ellen: I think I know what's going on. It's not enough for you to be gay. You
know? You've got to recruit others, you know?

Susan: Yeah. I'll have to call national headquarters and tell them I lost you.
Damn. Just one more and I would have gotten that toaster oven.

Ellen: What is that? Gay humor? Because I don't get it. That's how un-gay I am.

Here, DeGeneres and the writing staff reveal another aspect to the dominant

accent on the sign "I'm gay" by capitalizing upon a prevalent stereotype about

homosexuals: that they will try to recruit others to their lifestyle. Underneath this

stereotype, of course, is the heteronormal fear that homosexuals present a danger to the

normal way of life and to normal (heterosexual) sexuality. This fear is effectively undercut

by Susan's response. "Damn. Just one more and I would have gotten that toaster oven."

The humor in this response serves to undercut the dominant accent on the sign "I'm gay."

It asks the audience to open itself to another interpretation, a multiaccentual reading of the
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sign. Her joke communicates to the audience that she believes it is silly to assume that

homosexuals are an organized group seeking to overturn traditional values. That the prize

for recruitment would be a toaster oven only serves as an additional reminder that most

people have better ways to spend their time than worrying about bringing others over to

their way of life.

In general, then, Scene 5 serves to promote a homonormal perspective in several

ways. First, it gently draws the audience into a homonormal perspective by causing it to

be comfortable with Susan and Ellen as they interact together on the couch. Then it sets

up a power struggle between interpretations of the sign "I'm gay" in order to expose and

invert stereotypes and fears so that the audience is shown that Susan and her way of life

threatens no one, most of all Ellen. In fact, by the end of the scene, Ellen's fears and

discomfort seem humorously ridiculous, as, the audience is asked to extrapolate,

heterosexist fears and discomfort seem ridiculous in real life. The scene then functions as

the point at which the audience is invited to become a partner in Ellen's coming out. In

order for the situation to be resolved, the audience realizes that Ellen must change her

interpretation of gayness so that she can overcome her fears and stereotypical thinking.

Only then can Ellen lose her discomfort and return to normal.

In the several scenes that follow Scene 5, Ellen continues to hold to her discomfort

and the audience sees through her interaction with her therapist and friends that she is in a

great deal of pain. Finally, in Scene 9, about 27 minutes into the show, Ellen's discomfort

comes to a head. When Ellen believes Susan is about to leave town, she is faced with that

fact that her attraction leaves no more room for denial. Ellen rushes to the LA Airport to
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find Susan, and after a brief dialogue with Richard, spots her and rushes to speak with her.

In this scene, lesbian identity is normalized when the multiaccentuality of gayness is

promoted through dialogue, the non-verbal interaction between the two main characters

and the reactions of the background characters.

The dialogue consists primarily of Ellen speaking and Susan listening. After a few

awkward words of greeting, Ellen says:

Um, you know how you said in the room, you know, that you thought maybe I
was....and I said no, no, no? Well, uhm, I was thinking about it, you know, and I
think that maybe I'm...I'm....I guess what I'm trying to say is that I did get the
joke about the toaster oven (the toaster oven joke is a reference to Susan's joke
about recruiting women to become lesbians to gain prizes).

After Susan asks Ellen to clarify what she means, Ellen struggles to get the words

out:

I think I've realize that I am...I can't even say the word. Why can't I say the
word? I mean, why can't I just say...What is wrong...why, why do I have to be so
ashamed? I mean, why can't I just say the truth? I mean, be'who I am. I'm 35
years old. I'm so afraid to tell people. I mean, I just...Susan. I'm gay.

Ellen's dialogue shows the humanity of her struggle with her sexual identity. She

has trouble saying the word "gay." Everything about the word scares her. "What is

wrong?" with being gay, she asks, with tears welling up in her eyes. "Why do I have to be

so ashamed? Why can't I just say the truth...be who I am?"

The question not only addresses Susan, but also the audience. We see Ellen

struggling to be true to herself against social beliefs about homosexuality that she's

internalized for years. Every part of herself cries out against revealing the desires that

she's learned to keep hidden. As she speaks, she wrings her hands and paces back and
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forth. Clearly, Ellen is in pain, and the audience, forced to see her anguish, finds itself

rooting for Ellen to re-think her interpretation of the sign "I'm gay" in order to be free

from her internal agony.

Susan's interaction with Ellen creates the safe environment Ellen needs in order to

overcome her fears. Susan speaks few words, concentrating on listening closely to what

Ellen has to say. She maintains eye contact, nods in encouragement, takes Ellen by the

hands and smiles as she struggles to tell her truth. Her non-judgmental presence acts to

assure Ellen that her more humane interpretation of gayness is indeed proper.

When Ellen finally does break through her fear, she turns to Susan, leans over and

says "Susan, I'm gay." The announcement is momentous, for Ellen leans over a

microphone when she says the words, broadcasting the news over the airport PA system.

The symbolism of this gesture can not be missed. Ellen, who has kept herself locked away

for years because she feared what people would think about her sexual preferences, takes

a loud and very public step out of the closet. The moment the words leave her mouth,

they are heard by everyone. There is no turning back. Ellen, finally, has embraced her

truth and has opened new possibilities for the sign "I'm gay."

This mirrors DeGeneres' announcement in Time of her own gayness. For both the

actress and the character she plays, there is no longer anything to hide. In the Time

interview, DeGeneres says of her coming out "this has been the most freeing experience

because people can't hurt me anymore...I don't have anything to be scared of...(no one)

can hurt me now" (Handy, p. 84).
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"That felt great," Ellen said to Susan after the announcement. "That felt so great."

The worst fear in Ellen's mind has been realized. Everyone now knows she is gay. And

nothing terrible has happened to her. In fact, something wonderful has happened, because

after the announcement, Susan opens her arms and invites Ellen in for a hug, signifying

acceptance on a personal level and on a larger social level. Her arms represent not only a

source of one-to-one human understanding and acceptance, but also the wider acceptance

of the lesbian and gay community. In overcoming her fears, Ellen is no longer alone. She

is now embraced by a group of people who know what she is going through and accept

her for who she is.

The background characters in the scene represent another community Ellen hopes

to be accepted by-the mainstream. The background characters look up briefly after Ellen

announces her gayness, but then return to whatever they were doing before. No one

laughed at her. No one pointed a finger at her and called her a sinner. People simply

noticed her words and then life continued as it was before. This lack of response served a

normalizing purpose, since the sign "I'm gay" seemed such an average, non-threatening

thing to them. In essence, the background characters did what DeGeneres hoped her

audience would. They saw a gay person and thought it was OK.

Why then, the scene implies, should anyone in the audience react any differently?

Scene 9 therefore serves to reinforce the homonormal perspective first illustrated in Scene

5. Throughout both scenes, Ellen's basic struggle is to reinterpret the meaning she

ascribes to the sign "I'm gay," thus letting go of her fears and opening herself up to other

possibilities in her life.
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In Scene 11, about 35 minutes into the show, Ellen reveals some of the deeper

issues underlying her fears and concerns about admitting to the world and to herself that

she is a lesbian. Her intimate discussion with her therapist, played by Oprah Winfrey, lets

the audience see and hear some of the painful issues lesbians and gays must deal with to

live openly in modem society that accents gayness in a negative manner. In doing so, the

scene not only helps the audience empathize more with Ellen, but also reminds it how

damaging it is to deny people the right to their own humanity.

The scene centers around Ellen's first meeting with her therapist after coming out

at the airport. The scene takes place in the therapist's office, which is tastefully decorated

with comfortable furniture. Both Ellen and her therapist sit in comfortable chairs facing

each other and the camera pans back and forth between the two characters as the dialogue

takes place. Shortly after the conversation begins, the therapist discovers that Ellen has

had feelings for women most of her life, but that she has tried to ignore them. This leads

to the following exchange:

Therapist: You've kept those feelings to yourself and never acted on them. Why
do you think that is?

Ellen: I don't know. I guess I thought ifWI just ignored it, it would just go away
and I could just live a normal life.

Therapist: And what is a normal life Ellen?

Ellen: I don't know. Normal. Just the same thing everybody wants. I want a
house with a picket fence. A dog. A cat. Sunday barbecues. Someone to love.
Someone who loves me. Someone I can build a life with. I just want to be happy.

Therapist: And you think you can't have these things with a woman?
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Ellen: Well, society has a pretty big problem with it. You know? I mean, there are
a lot of people out there who think people like me are sick.

In this portion of the dialogue, Ellen clearly vocalizes the fundamental distinctions

between a heteronormal perspective and a homonormal one. From a heteronormal

perspective, the sign "I'm gay" represents people who are abnormal, out of the

mainstream, "sick." Because of their sexual orientation, mainstream society holds, they

are unable to gain access to the happiness and love that is readily available to those who

are attracted to members of the opposite sex. A lesbian woman or a gay man cannot

possibly hope for a house with a picket fence, a happy home or true love. Permeating

through Ellen's words are the beliefs and values that have been drilled into her by a society

that holds heterosexuality to be compulsory (Rich, 1981).

At the same time, that Ellen speaks the words at all helps open the sign "I'm gay"

to different interpretations. What she is saying is that her desires and dreams are no

different from those of anyone else, and, in fact, represent closely the ideals embedded in

the American dream. A home of one's own. A family. Barbecues. Monogamous love.

A peaceful life.

What DeGeneres and the writing staff are communicating to the audience here is

that the fundamental goodness of Ellen and her dreams exists whether she chooses to be

with a man or woman. When the therapist asks why Ellen can't have these things with a

woman, the audience is drawn into asking the question too. Why indeed? After all, Ellen

wants nothing more than what everyone is taught to want. And, the audience is asked,

why should she deserve anything less?
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The remainder of the scene serves to educate the audience about the problems

Ellen faces as she struggles against a narrow definition of the sign "I'm gay." In several

poignant lines of dialogue, Ellen and her therapist discuss the nature of the resistance Ellen

will face as an open lesbian in a heterosexist society.

Therapist: No one has it easy.

Ellen: You don't understand. Do you think I want to be discriminated against?
Do you think that I want people calling me names to my face?

Therapist: To have people commit hate crimes against you just because you're not
like them?

Ellen: Thank you.

Therapist: To have to use separate bathrooms and separate water fountains and sit
in the back of the bus?

Ellen: Oh man. We have to use separate water fountains? Just joking. No, I
guess, you know, you have to admit it's not exactly an accepted thing. I mean,
you never see a cake that says "Good for you! You're gay!" Maybe the Baskin
Robbins in West Hollywood.

Throughout this discussion, DeGeneres and the writing staff make several points

about prejudice. First, they demonstrate the difficulties gays and lesbians must face as

they come out in a world that hates their difference. In such a world, where gays and

lesbians could find themselves faced with emotional and physical abuse, it is extremely

difficult to achieve the dreams that Ellen so desperately wants. This is not because of the

nature of their sexuality, the writers remind the audience, but because of the destructive

nature of heteronormal thinking and behavior.

This point is particularly effective here because of the nature of the audience's

identification with sitcom characters in general, and Ellen in the coming out episode in
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particular. As stated earlier, audience members enjoy sitcoms because they come to care

for the main characters and to learn from the situations they face. At the beginning of the

coming out episode, therefore, the audience already cared for Ellen Morgan. After

following Ellen through her coming out process in the first half hour of the show, the

audience was then put in the position of caring enough about Ellen to want her to come

out for her own good. Reminded by Ellen's lines that she could face emotional and

physical violence because she was an out lesbian, the audience is then led to find such

violence unacceptable because of their emotional attachment to Ellen's character. Thus,

the audience is drawn further into a homonormal perspective and into a more open

interpretation of gayness through their empathy with Ellen's pain.

On another level, the writers remind the audience that violence against different

people is not directed only toward homosexuals. The conversation between Ellen, a

lesbian, and the therapist, an African American, shows that minority groups of all kinds

share similar experiences with prejudice. The audience is challenged therefore to reassess

its interpretation of all signs that distinguish groups from the mainstream. If, the writers

argue, the audience can reinterpret gayness to empathize with Ellen and recognize her

right to her own humanity, then the audience should also be able to reinterpret the signs

"Black" and "Asian" and "Hispanic," etc., so that the essential humanity in all such groups

is acknowledged.

More subtle is the statement made by the fact that Ellen and her therapist are both

members of minority groups. As Ellen speaks with her therapist and comes to terms with

her feelings, the audience is shown how minority groups can support each other in their
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struggle for multiaccentuality. There is power in the sharing of common experiences, the

show tells the audience. And working together, healing may occur that would not do so

while working alone.

The final scene analyzed in this study, Scene 12, about 45 minutes after the

beginning of the show, is one in which Ellen tells her close friends that she is gay. In this

scene, the multiaccentuality of "I'm gay" is exploited to its greatest degree. This is

accomplished through the reactions of different characters to Ellen's announcement.

The scene takes place in Ellen's apartment and opens with a camera shot of Ellen

and Peter (Ellen's gay friend) assembling snacks in the kitchen. As the two work

together, Ellen matter-of-factly tells Peter she's gay. He is overjoyed and reaches out to

hug her, letting her know he loves her and is delighted to have her as part of his family

group. His interpretation of "I'm gay," then, stresses the joys of belonging to a

community.

As Peter and Ellen talk, Ellen confesses that she is afraid to tell the rest of her

friends.

Ellen: Do you think this is a bad idea?

Peter: Believe me, telling people is always hard. I remember when I first told my
parents. I sat them down. I said "I've struggled with this for a long time, but this
is who I am. And I only hope you can be happy for me." And the next year when
I entered kindergarten they were 100 percent behind me.

Ellen: I sure wish I would have realized this when I was younger. It would have
been easier.

Peter: Easier. Right. It was a real delight being "Homo Pete" in junior high.
Ellen, it's never easy.
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Ellen: If that's the official gay welcome speech, you need a happier ending.

This discussion with Peter helps the audience understand how hard it is for Ellen to

do what she's about to do. That she felt comfortable talking to Peter before any of her

other friends demonstrates how important it is for lesbians and gays to be around members

of their community to help them gain the strength to do what they need to do. By sharing

his experience, Peter not only helps Ellen feel part of the community, but also tells her that

it may not always be easy to be different. Even so, Peter is a happy, healthy, self-

actualized gay man in a steady relationship, and his words serve as an example not only to

Ellen but also to the audience. No matter how much it hurts ("Homo Pete"), in the long

run being true to oneself leads to happiness and love. Peter's words then challenge the

audience to reinterpret gayness so that Ellen can be happy also. The way to do this, his

words explain, is to accept that Ellen can only be true to herself if she acknowledges her

homosexuality just as Peter did years ago.

After Ellen's friends arrive and she finally tells them she's gay, their reactions

function as a blueprint for various ways people can interpret the sign "I'm gay." Audrey

interprets the sign as non-deviant and natural. She is overjoyed at Ellen's announcement

and jumps off the couch to hug her. She then asks, "Now, what should we call you? Gay

or lesbian?" Ellen responds, "How about just Ellen?" Here, Ellen assures everyone that

her essential nature hasn't changed. She is still just Ellen. Her gayness will not change

who she is and how she interacts with those she loves.

Ellen's best friend Paige interprets gayness as strange and frightening. When Ellen

tells her news, Paige's face falls and she has trouble looking her friend in the eyes. Even
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still, Paige's accent on the sign "I'm gay" is somewhat flexible. Although uncomfortable,

she tentatively hugs Ellen and tells her that she will do what she can to support her.

Ellen's cousin Spence interprets the sign "I'm gay" in a purely sexual manner. He

tells Ellen it's OK, "very OK (wink, wink)," to bring a woman home if she wants. He sees

lesbianism as exciting and titillating and imagines the pleasure he as a male can gain from

seeing two women together. And Joe hugs Ellen and asks only one question, "Are you

sure this is what you want?" Ellen, touched by Joe's concern, assures them that it is,

indeed, what she wants. Joe then says "OK everyone. Pay up." And Ellen's friends,

apparently having bet that Ellen was not lesbian, hand Joe piles of money. Here, Joe

interprets gayness as not only normal and common, but also as financially beneficial.

In general, the most important aspect of Scene 12 is that Ellen's friends were able

to bring a variety of interpretations to the sign "I'm gay." Their reactions, which range

from joy to fear to selfish pleasure, function to bring gayness into the mainstream and to

free it from the bounds of deviance. Their reactions parallel the reactions of the

background characters in Scene 9, who found the sign "I'm gay" to be unthreatening and

unexceptional. In both cases, the message communicated to the audience is that lesbians

and gays present no threat to social stability and order. Ellen's gayness will not change

the lives of the people in the airport or of her friends. Instead, Ellen will remain "just

Ellen" and the relationships will continue as before.

Thus, "Ellen's" coming out episode, while maintaining certain conventions of

traditional sitcoms, presents a view of the world to the audience that inverts a

heteronormal agenda. Throughout the episode, Ellen is faced with information and
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situations in which the trouble and pain she feels are caused by her narrow definition of the

sign "I'm gay." As she struggles through her confusion with the help of Susan, her

therapist and her friends, Ellen realizes that she must develop a more flexible interpretation

of the sign so that she can align herself with a homonormal perspective and view herself as

normal and deserving of love, support and her version of the American dream. As Ellen

goes through this journey of discovery, the audience, situated in a cheerleading position,

finds itself functioning from the same homonormal perspective. In this way, "Ellen's"

writers seek to use the sitcom to both empower lesbians and gays (in the closet and out)

and to educate the audience so that the sign "I'm gay" becomes accented from a

homonormal perspective that defines homosexuality as simply a normal, unthreatening part

of life. Time magazine, on the other hand, presents a different message about

homosexuality.



CHAPTER 4

"YEP. I'M GAY": TIME MAGAZINE AND HETERONORMALITY

News plays an important social function in the United States. It tells citizens

about what is happening and what's important in the world, defines the public

significance of movements and events and frames notions of reality (Gitlin, 1980).

Every day, the news media sift through enormous amounts of data to present what they

believe to be the most important events, helping citizens make sense of the world.

In defining what's important, however, the news media tend to support elitist

values and to marginalize those who threaten established institutions (Gitlin, 1980). In

an analysis of CBS Evening News, NBC Nightly News, Newsweek and Time, Gans

(1980) found eight values that tend to underlie the presentation of news events:

ethnocentrism, altruistic democracy, responsible capitalism, small-town pastoralism,

individualism, moderatism, the desirability of social order and the need for national

leadership in maintaining that order.

All of these values, when expressed in the presentation of news stories, tend to

reinforce the point of view of society's powerful. Responsible capitalism, for example,

represents "an optimistic faith that in the good society, businessmen and women will

compete with each other in order to create increased prosperity for all, but that they will

refrain from unreasonable profits and gross exploitation of workers or customers" (Gans,

1980, p. 46).

70
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This "optimistic faith" in the benevolence of capitalism that permeates through

the national news illustrates the hegemonic function of news. According to Gitlin

(1980), hegemony, defined as the way in which the ruling class dominates by impressing

its definition of the situation upon those it rules, functions to make ideology seem

"natural" and wholly appropriate so that the masses refrain from rebelling and

challenging the status quo. Thus, capitalism, which is the means by which the elites

gained and continue to maintain power in U.S. society, is consistently and

unquestioningly portrayed as beneficial and benevolent for all.

The same can be said for other values that consistently appear in the news, like

patriarchy, compulsory heterosexuality and family values. In each case, the point of

view most thoroughly represented is that of society's power holders, who have a great

deal to gain through the maintenance of the status quo.

The driving force behind the news' consistent representation of elite values is

economic in nature. Since the development of the Penny Press in the 1800s, the news

media has increasingly identified itself not only as a protector of public good, but also as

a business, subject to the same bottom-line financial pressures as other businesses. In

other words, news in the late 1990s has become a commodity which is bought and sold in

order to make money for media organizations and the advertisers who support them.

According to McManus (1992), advertising is by far the greatest contributor to

the commodification of news. Advertisers, who contribute 70 percent to 90 percent of

the gross revenues of newspapers and almost all the income that networks or stations

derive from news programming, are concerned not with the quality of the news, but with
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the quality and quantity of the audience. For both newspapers and television, McManus

argues, having advertising rather than consumers as the primary source of income means

that the way to increase profit is to produce a product that has a minimal threshold appeal

to the maximum number of demographically desirable consumers in the signal or

circulation area. Because consumers pay little or nothing directly for the news, he notes

that it would be inefficient to produce content that a smaller number of consumers used

by valued more highly. "All else held equal, advertisers can be expected to support the

program generating the largest audience likely to purchase the products offered, at the

lowest cost per thousand (readers or) viewers" ( McManus, 1992, p. 789).

Thus, the news media's dependence upon advertising shifts the focus away from

news toward profitability. This shift has been criticized by media scholars such as

Benjamin Bagdikian (1989), who has stated that the news is now a "queer hybrid"

attempting vainly to serve "both God and Mammon (wealth or material gain)" (as cited

in McManus, 1992, p. 788).

In attempting to serve both God and Mamrnon, news organizations find

themselves subject to a great deal of pressure to promote elite agendas. Advertisers, who

have specific ideas about which audiences are most likely to generate the most

purchasing power, prefer that news organizations market their products to young,

affluent and better educated readers or viewers. News organizations, responding to these

demands, must then compete with one another to tailor their news product to

demographically desirable people. For example, Gans (1980) notes that the use of color

in the news magazines was spurred by competition with television for audience share.
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When Newsweek published a special color-picture issue for Christmas 1976,
Time decided to shift to color on its news pages as well, after which Newsweek
followed suit. Both magazines felt it was necessary (and inevitable), partly to
keep up with television, and partly to encourage reader attention to the news. As
one news executive put it: "If Walter Cronkite has Zaire in color, the news
magazines can't have it in black and white" (p. 166-167).

Clearly, the news is a complex social product that tends to reproduce elite points

of view. This is particularly easy to recognize when news stories concern non-mainstream

groups like lesbians and gays, as in the case of early news coverage of the AIDS epidemic.

In an analysis of AIDS reporting in the popular British media, Watney (1993) found that

gay men were represented as the cause of AIDS and as deserving of punishment and

marginalization. One of the ways the media marginalized gay men is by refusing to directly

address them in its public information. "This campaign has found itself unable to address

one single word to British gay men, who constitute almost ninety percent of people with

AIDS in Britain. At every level of public address and readership, ignorance is sustained

on a massively institutionalized scale by British and American media commentary" (p.

203).

Thus, instead of addressing issues of concern to gay men in the public campaign,

the media instead focused upon exhorting the mainstream population to protect itself by

becoming educated and by embracing traditional "family values." In this manner, gay men

were framed as problems well outside the mainstream population, unworthy of address in

traditional media.

At the same time, when homosexuality was mentioned to the mainstream

population, it was framed in terms of disease and threat to the physical and moral order of

the country. This framing, he says, identifies the point of emergence of the virus as its
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cause. In other words, the news media's association of AIDS with gay men functioned to

reinforce cultural beliefs about the deviance of a gay lifestyle and about the bad things that

could happen if one practiced such a lifestyle. "Reading AIDS as the outward and visible

sign of an imagined depravity of will, AIDS commentary deftly returns us to a premodern

vision of the body, according to which heresy and sin are held to be scored in the features

of their voluntary subjects by punitive and admonitory manifestations of disease"(p. 206).

This strategy, Watney argues, was the result of a widespread attempt by elites to

essentially erase homosexuals from social consciousness by painting them as deviant

disease carriers.

While one may agree or disagree with Watney's conclusion, other studies have

clearly shown that the news media consistently portray lesbians and gays as strange,

deviant or dangerous. For example, in 1989 Colby and Cook (as cited in Moritz, 1991)

report that as of 1981, homosexuals had not attained journalistic standards for

newsworthiness. They found that, aside from coverage of Billie Jean King being sued by

her lesbian lover that year, ABC, CBS and NBC nightly network news programs carried

over the course of the entire year only a total of four stories that mentioned

homosexuality. Three were 20-second copy stories read by the studio newscaster; the

fourth was a two-minute report from San Francisco on the efforts of Rev. Richard Zone,

president of an organization called "In God We Trust," to repeal gay rights ordinances in

that city (p. 11).

Moritz (1991) notes that such limited representations of lesbians and gays stem

from deeply embedded stereotypes replicated by industry practitioners who are not only
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products of the culture but who function in corporate settings that require them to

interpret events from a culturally centrist viewpoint that works to maintain the status quo

(p. 12). She notes as an example the following memorandum from the news editor to the

staff of the Contra Costa Times in California the day after news staffers played on page

one a story and photo about the Gay Freedom Day parade in San Francisco that drew an

estimated 140,000 to 230,000 participants.

... We must never forget that we are putting out family newspapers in conservative
communities...This is not to say that the parade story did not belong in the paper.
Management agrees on that. But, the play was the straw that broke the camel's
back, especially when the front page also had a story about alleged illegal gambling
(Pete Rose), and about the abortion decision due this week from the Supreme
Court. Any of these stories will stir a reader's blood, especially on a Monday
morning when he or she struggles up to begin another tough week....There are
some topics that warrant extreme care. They include, but are not limited to: family
life, children, animals, homosexuals, religions, AIDS, abortion, sexual bias, etc.
Readers have firm opinions on these topics and others, and they are angry and
vocal when their beliefs are damaged....Stories about gays and their activities that
are proposed for page 1A must be approved in advance by management (p. 13).

Clearly, then, there is evidence to suggest that the news media's coverage of

lesbians and gays has traditionally been colored by a mainstream agenda that views

homosexuals as strange and deviant. An elite agenda can also be seen in the news media's

reporting of the "Ellen" phenomenon. According to Ettinger (1997), reporter for Workers

World newspaper, much of the media coverage of DeGeneres' coming out had a dual

tone. On the one hand, she notes that editorials and commentaries spoke of DeGeneres'

coming out as a good thing. On the other hand, she notes that there was a "snide

undertone to the coverage. The old 'you've got a right but please don't flaunt it'
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hypocrisy was very much in evidence. And there was a lot of sniping at DeGeneres for

making too big a deal out of the whole thing."

This chapter will examine the ways such dual undertones function in Time

magazine's April 14, 1997 interview with Ellen DeGeneres to support an elite agenda.

Time magazine was chosen for this study for three reasons. First, with a circulation in the

millions and an annual revenue of almost half a billion (Click & Baird, 1994, p. 14), the

news magazine represents a powerful force in the news business in the United States. It is

therefore ideally situated to be a prime player in the formation of public opinion about the

meaning of an event.

Second, the magazine is owned by Time Warner Inc., a mega-media conglomerate

that also owns other well-read magazines such as Fortune, Life, Money, People, Sports

Illustrated and Entertainment Weekly. According to Time Warner's 1991 annual report,

the organization garners 40 percent of the consumer magazine industry's profits and one-

third of its revenues (as cited in Click & Baird, 1994, p. 33). Speaking about Time

Warner's power in the media industry, Bagdikian (1992) said the conglomerate "has more

technical communication power than most governments. Its assets are greater then the

combined gross national product of Bolivia, Jordan, Nicaragua, Albania, Liberia and Mali"

(p. 4, as cited in Click & Baird, 1994, p. 33). Clearly, Time magazine's owner has had

substantial success in serving both God and Mammon, and therefore researchers can

expect to find that the magazine promotes an elite agenda to a significant degree.

Third, the April 14 Time magazine interview with DeGeneres functions as a

rhetorical parallel to the "Ellen" coming out episode. Just as the episode represented the
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first time a main character came out on television, the magazine article represents the

first time DeGeneres came out to the American public. By directly comparing the ways

the two mediums handled coming out, it should be possible to locate areas of ideological

difference between the magazine and the television show.

As discussed earlier, DeGeneres and the Ellen writing staff sought to portray

lesbian coming out from a homonormal perspective by exploiting the multiaccentuality of

the sign "I'm gay." On the surface, Time magazine also appeared to support a

homonormal agenda. The magazine did this in several ways.

First, Time devoted an entire cover and major inside article to DeGeneres. As

news scholars such as Gitlin (1980) and Gans (1980) have demonstrated, the "play" a

news event receives in the media helps define its relevance to the public. By giving

DeGeneres a highly visible spot in the magazine, Time communicated to the general public

that what she had to say was both important and meaningful. Also, by paying attention to

DeGeneres as a lesbian, Time also communicated to the gay and lesbian community that

their lives and lifestyles were important and meaningful. A measure of the gay and lesbian

community's appreciation of Time's gesture can be seen in the GLAAD web site's "Ellen"

Watch page, which describes the article to be of "seminal importance" and which provides

visitors a link to the article.

Second, Time attempted to put DeGeneres' revelation in context through the use

of sidebars. The first sidebar examined other controversies in sitcom history, from "I Love

Lucy's" delivery of Baby Ricky on television, to the interracial kiss between Captain Kirk

and Lt. Uhura on "Star Trek," to Maude's abortion on "Maude," to Murphy Brown's out-
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of-wedlock child on "Murphy Brown." The purpose of this discussion was both to show

the reader that controversy in television was not confined to the "Ellen" television show

and to demonstrate that conventions change over time with little social damage as a result.

The sidebar functioned from a homonormal perspective by seeking to appease readers'

potential anxieties over the degeneration of American society should a lesbian appear on

television.

The second sidebar asks whether coming out is "going too far." Lesbian

sociologist Camille Paglia, writer Jacquelyn Mitchard, car-repair shop owner Lori Lucas,

psychologist Mary Pipher, playwright Wendy Wasserstein and TV producer Marshall

Herskovits all said that seeing a lesbian on television would present no problem for them.

Mitchard said "Though they don't say this on "Sesame Street," a lesbian is a person in

your neighborhood. And if television is a mirror as well as a window, then that's how it

is" (p. 78). Only two respondents, Randall Murphree, editor of the American Family

Association Journal and William Kristol, editor and publisher of the Weekly Standard

viewed DeGeneres' coming out in negative terms. Murphree said, "Any careful observer

of human nature knows that what we immerse ourselves in, we become. A culture that

immerses itself in casual, illicit sex will become a culture adrift in a sea of moral

irresponsibility" (p. 78). The balance of the sidebar (six pro and two against) functioned

to weight opinion about DeGeneres' revelation in a positive manner, thus reinforcing a

homonormal perspective on her actions.

Finally, Time magazine devoted a page to the transcript of DeGeneres' interview

with Handy. The question and answer format of the transcript effectively allowed
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DeGeneres to speak in her own voice without translation from Handy or Time's editors.

The result was a dynamic section that allowed readers to gain an understanding of

DeGeneres' motivations, fears and desires in an unthreatening and straightforward

manner.

Despite the homonormal perspective of parts of the Time article, the magazine

framed DeGeneres' coming out overall in terms of strangeness and deviance by limiting

the sign "I'm gay" to one spoken from a heteronormal perspective. The way the magazine

did this was by building ambiguities into the cover and inside article which, on one hand,

attracted and sought not to offend homosexual readers while, other the other hand, spoke

primarily to the concerns and worries of a heterosexual audience.

Moritz (1991) notes a crucial point about the creation of meaning in the news.

Writers, she contends, seeking to attract the largest possible audience for their words,

often build ambiguity into their texts and thus open up the possibility of varied readings.

"In the case of news...neither positive nor negative representations may be intentionally

produced, but rather the determining framework that constructs 'news events' produces

texts that are necessarily open to different reading to be appealing and to appear objective

to the mass audience" (p. 16).

These ambiguities, Moritz contends, result from the existence in a single text of

both dominant ideologies and "unresolved contradictions" (p. 16). Because news texts

need to appeal to a wide variety of people who share different social experiences, they

must make room for contradictions that open up room for alternative meanings to

dominant ideology.
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The April 14, 1997 Time magazine cover is riddled with such ambiguities. The

cover is devoted to a large picture of a smiling DeGeneres crouching down on her heels

with the words "Yep, I'm Gay" superimposed in large type over her right shoulder.

Underneath the headline are two "teasers" for the story: "Ellen DeGeneres explains why

she's coming out" and "The changing nature of sex on TV." Clearly, by devoting the

cover to DeGeneres, Time is announcing to its readers that her coming out is a significant,

newsworthy event . At the same time, the cover illustrates several ambiguities, all of

which function together to limit the sign "I'm gay" to a meaning closely in line with

heteronormal ideology.

First, the text on the cover frames DeGeneres' coming out in the context of

difference. DeGeneres proudly and unambiguously asserts "Yep. I'm gay," leaving no

question about her sexual preference. At the same time, she must also "explain" to the

world why she is coming out. The word "explain" implies that the actress must decipher

her actions to the public; that the process of coming out is not something people would

naturally understand without justification. This need for explanation limits the sign "I"m

gay" by setting up a difference between the intended audience and DeGeneres herself.

Implicit in this divide between the audience and DeGeneres is an assumption that the

readers of Time magazine are heterosexual and unfamiliar with the reasons why a person

would choose to come out.

Further ambiguities between homosexuality and heterosexuality can be found in

the second teaser: "The changing nature of sex on TV." While the words imply shifts in

social attitudes toward sexuality, something which would be particularly appealing to
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marginalized sexual minorities like lesbians and gays, they also serve to limit DeGeneres'

coming out to the context of the television world, thus assuring heterosexuals that the

entire fabric of their belief system was not about to crumble because of DeGeneres'

actions.

Hall (1977) notes, that the different pictures of social reality created by such

textual ambiguities serve as an attempt to incorporate difference into a cultural framework

that deprives it of its ability to challenge dominant power. "The effect is to mask the

contradictions in the system, to fragment the subgroups and keep them from forming a

unified forces, and to present the illusion of unity within the system" (Hall, 1977, p. 337,

as cited in Moritz, 1991, p. 55). The ambiguities in the cover text, therefore, while trying

to appeal to both homosexuals and heterosexuals, tend to favor the dominant heterosexual

accent on the sign "I'm gay" by framing homosexuality as "different."

The visual cues on Time's cover further serve to limit the meaning of gayness.

DeGeneres is pictured in a crouching position, with her hands and her smiling face as the

most visible parts of her body. The rest of her body is essentially hidden from the

audience. This relative invisibility of DeGeneres's body is highly significant because she is

essentially desexualized in the photograph. Her breasts, stomach, waist, thighs and legs--

all components of a woman's physical sexuality--are hidden in the shadows. In the

photograph, these hidden sexual body parts function as a metaphorical denial of

DeGeneres' sexual identity. The sign "I'm gay," then, becomes framed within the nature

of ideas (the visibility of her head), rather than in the nature of the physical (the invisibility

of the rest of her body).
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This framing of the lesbian body illustrates ambiguities and tensions between

homosexual ideology and heterosexual ideology. "Yes," the photograph says, "Ellen is

gay and she's very happy to be so. And that's OK." "But," the photograph subtly

reminds us, "the sexuality of gay bodies is disconcerting and threatening," so emphasis

must be drawn away from gayness as a sexuality and emphasis must be placed on gayness

as a state of mind. In this way, the cover attempts to limit the sign "I'm gay" to one that

is in line with dominant beliefs. Thus, the photograph of DeGeneres, while appealing to

homosexual audience members, serves to undercut homosexuality by shrouding the gay

body in shadows to hide the "offensive" nature of homosexual sexual identity. In essence,

DeGeneres is allowed to tell us she's gay, but is denied the opportunity to show us that

she is.

The photograph also marginalizes DeGeneres by isolating her within the visual

frame. Nothing else shares the picture with the actress; no furniture, no people, no

personal item that may have significance for the DeGeneres herself. She crouches in the

world alone, surrounded only by her words announcing that she is gay.

The meanings of the aloneness represented in the photograph can appeal to

homosexuals and heterosexuals alike. Homosexuals can view DeGeneres' isolation as a

metaphorical representation of the isolation they feel both from the homosexual

community before they come out and from the heterosexual community once they do.

Heterosexuals, on the other hand, can read DeGeneres' isolation as an indication of the

difference between heterosexuals and homosexuals. Homosexual identity is out of the

mainstream, apart from the community that supports and nurtures heterosexuals and
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heterosexual values. This heterosexual ideology essentially serves to undercut the

message of DeGeneres' happiness at coming out. The implicit message then is that those

who say "I'm gay" are lonely and isolated.

Hall (1997) notes that Barthes has argued that frequently the text accompanying a

photograph selects one out of the many possible meanings from the image, anchoring it

with words. In an analysis of a photograph in the Sunday Times magazine of Canadian

track and field athlete Ben Johnson winning a race in the 1992 Olympics in Barcelona, for

example, Hall studied the juxtaposition of the photograph with the text "Heroes and

Villains." He suggested two different meanings of the cover photo.

First, it could be read connotatively, in terms of what it had to say about race.

"Here the message could be - Black people show being good at something, winning at

last!" (p. 228). At the same time, Hall notes that the preferred meaning, embodied by both

the text and the photograph, communicated a less positive message. "In light of the

preferred meaning, the meaning with respect to race and otherness has changed. Isn't it

more something like, 'even when Black people are shown at the summit of their

achievement, they often fail to carry it off'?" (p. 228). The words on the magazine cover,

therefore, fix the meaning of the photograph and privilege the dominant population's

ambivalence toward racial minorities.

Similarly, the text on Time's cover fixes the meaning of the photograph of

DeGeneres and communicates a dominant interpretation of the sign "I'm gay." On one

hand, the photograph and main headline seems to communicate a triumph that can appeal

to homosexuals who may feel empowered by DeGeneres' smile and quote. On the other
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hand, the preferred meaning of the cover, conveyed through the juxtaposition of the

photograph and the teaser text, tends to support heterosexual ideology through

demanding explanations, denying gay sexuality, and through isolating homosexuals apart

from the mainstream, physical world.

The inside interview with DeGeneres also communicates a dominant accent on the

sign "I'm gay." Located in the center of the magazine, the long article (2971 words)

covers ten pages including headlines, photographs, two sidebars, a question and answer

page and a related article about other ground-breaking television shows. This study

examined the main article, which employed several rhetorical techniques designed to frame

DeGeneres' homosexuality as outside of the mainstream.

The article, which begins on page 78, is topped by a large 100+ point headline:

"Roll over, Ward Cleaver" with a smaller deck: "And tell Ozzie Nelson the news. Ellen

DeGeneres is poised to become TV's first openly gay star. Is America ready or not?"

These two headlines, which function as the introduction point for readers, tend to negate a

homonormal perspective by framing gayness as a threat to the social order.

The larger headline, "Roll over, Ward Cleaver," takes up more room on the page

than the article text itself. In terms of magazine layout, this large headline functions to

grab the readers' attention and to announce that the accompanying story is big and

important. More subtly, however, the words of the headline serve to both appease

homosexual readers and to alert heterosexual readers that gayness is a potential danger to

their way of life.
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The words, which are jazzy, hip and upbeat, can be interpreted in several different

ways. Homosexual readers can interpret the words as a celebration of a long-overdue

changing of the social guard. The oppressive social order of the 1950s, represented by the

Cleaver family with its two conservative heterosexual parents and two all-American boys,

is now being replaced by Ellen Morgan, an out lesbian with no children and an extended

family unit consisting of a number of friends both gay and straight.

On the other hand, the words of the headline can be interpreted as a warning to

those readers who identify with the traditional nuclear family unit. "Roll over," the words

tell them. "Your time has passed. A new order has ascended which no longer will

support those things which you've come to value." In essence, the words imply, the

traditional way of life is dead, just as Ward Cleaver is dead and metaphorically rolling over

in his grave.

The ambiguities apparent in the large headline are carried over into the smaller

headline, "And tell Ozzie Nelson the news. Ellen DeGeneres is poised to become TV's

first openly gay star. Is America ready or not?" The words "first openly gay star" can be

interpreted by the homosexual audience as a subtle acknowledgment that other television

stars have been gay, but just not openly so. The pleasure in this acknowledgment stems

from the fact that gays and lesbians have for years "read" television plots, characters and

actors from a homosexual perspective, taking pleasure in knowing that members of their

subgroup have contributed to many productions even while remaining closeted.

According to Doty (1993), this "knowledge of queer authorship informs queer

readers that queer discourses may be articulated within, alongside, or against the
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presumably straight ideological agendas of most texts" (as cited in Leonard, 1998, p. 4).

Time's headline, then, can be read as an "outing" and an affirmation of the queer reading

strategy employed by homosexuals as they seek to negotiate texts in which they are

symbolically annihilated.

At the same time, the smaller headline addresses most directly the fears of the

heterosexual readers, who are already cued in to the precariousness of their position by the

larger headline. Significantly, DeGeneres is "poised," as if to strike or to attack. She is

not "planning" or "going to" or "will become." Instead, she is framed in terms that place

her distinctly out of the mainstream and position her in an adversarial position to the

heterosexual readers.

This positioning is further reinforced by the final question in the headline; "Is

America ready or not?" This question stem from a heteronormal perspective that assumes

two things. First, that the presence of an openly gay star on television will fundamentally

shake up America's traditional way of life. Second, that mainstream America has a choice

in the matter. If DeGeneres is poised to attack tradition, and if traditional America is not

ready for change, the implication in the words is that action can be taken to put her back

in her place. While neither of the assumptions are probably true, they clearly originate

from Time's mainstream perspective on homosexuality which frames the sign "I'm gay" as

threatening and out of the ordinary.

The body of the main interview continues to support a heteronormal perspective.

The first paragraph sets the tone for the rest of the story.
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Different media have different thresholds for scandal. Controversy in the movies
might mean making a film that glorifies one of the nation's most repugnant
pornographers. Controversy in literature might mean writing a memoir about the
affair you had with your father when you were in your 20s. In television, which
functions not just as a business and debased art form but also as an increasingly
fractured nation's de facto mirror of itself, the threshold is much lower.
Controversy could mean starring in a sitcom as a gently scatterbrained former
bookstore owner who, after years of adult floundering, reluctantly comes to a
realization about her homosexuality and begins to take a few hesitant baby steps
out of the closet and toward getting a life.

While the overall tone of the introductory paragraph is generally kind to the

"Ellen" television show, two elements within the paragraph work to undercut the kindness

and to marginalize homosexuality.

First, the author uses strong words such as scandal, controversy, glorifies,

repugnant, debased, fractured, floundering, reluctantly and hesitant throughout the

paragraph. Interestingly, none of these strong words carries a positive connotation.

Instead, the words sound more like those one would read in a horror novel rather than in

an interview with a popular actress. While none directly accuse DeGeneres of dastardly,

inhuman deeds (Ellen Morgan is described as "gentle" and "scatterbrained"), the strong

words work together to create an ominous undertone to the beginning of the article.

Although any description of controversy necessitates the use of strong, assertive

words, in the Time article Handy's words work to undermine DeGeneres' revelation by

framing gayness in terms of heterosexual fears about homosexuals. None of the strong

words are weighted to put a positive interpretation on DeGeneres' revelation. Instead, the

words are reminiscent of early descriptions of gays and lesbians on television, such as the

1969 episode of"N.Y.P.D.," which described homosexuality as "an area of human activity
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feared and detested everywhere" and the 1970 episode of "Police Woman" titled "Flowers

of Evil" that featured lesbian murderers (Moritz, 1991, p. 13).

Furthermore, the structure and context of the introductory paragraph also support

the marginalization of lesbians and gays. The paragraph opens with a list of scandalous,

abnormal activities like "repugnant" pornography and incest, and then transitions into a

description of Ellen Morgan and her realization about her homosexuality. Metaphorically,

this structure functions to associate lesbianism with exploitive activities. Although the

author attempts to appeal to homosexual readers by noting that Ellen Morgan's crime is

on a "lower threshold" than pornography and incest, the association between all three

activities cannot be denied.

On a more subtle level, the fact that the author sought to tie Ellen Morgan's

lesbianism with scandal of any kind is illustrative of a uniaccentual accent on the sign "I'm

gay." It represents heteronormal thought because only from such a perspective would

coming out be viewed as such a strange experience.

The author's heteronormal perspective carries through the first paragraph into the

second, which is a quote by DeGeneres.

"I hate that term 'in the closet,' says Ellen DeGeneres, the aforementioned sitcom
star whose all-pants wardrobe and sometimes awkward chemistry with male
ingenues was provoking curiosity from fans and reporters long before her sexuality
became a minor national obsession. "Until recently I hated the word lesbian too,"
she continues. "I've said it enough now that it doesn't bother me. But lesbian
sounded like somebody with some kind of disease. I didn't like that, so I used the
word gay more often."

Several points are particularly relevant regarding paragraphs two. First, the author

followed his own strong words in the first paragraph with strong words from DeGeneres
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in the second. Words like hate and disease appear three times in her quote, standing out

amidst the rest of her words, particularly after the reader has been primed by the words in

the first paragraph. Thus, the first and second paragraph operate as an organic whole to

continue framing homosexuality as an aggressive, rather dangerous condition.

Furthermore, it is interesting that the first words DeGeneres is allowed to speak in

the body of the text are "I hate." Journalists are routinely taught that the first quote in a

story should be interesting and representative of a subject's personality. Readers, familiar

with journalistic conventions, therefore tend to expect the first quote of a story to tell

them the most about the subject being written about.

That Handy chose this quote above others is indicative of the way in which he

viewed and framed DeGeneres and her revelation. In particular, Handy's choice of the

quote illustrates two prevalent stereotypes about lesbian women. First, DeGeneres'

expression of strong words falls in line with the stereotype of the angry, dangerous dyke.

This stereotype is capitalized upon by Handy as he describes DeGeneres as wearing "only

pants" and having very little chemistry with male characters on her show. In describing

DeGeneres in such a manner, Handy is leaving the reader little room to view the actress as

anything but a stereotypical dyke.

Second, Handy's focus on DeGeneres' expression of discontent with terms

regarding her own sexuality ("in the closet" and "lesbian") feeds a stereotypical belief that

lesbians and gays are fundamentally unhappy with themselves and their sexuality. The

rather patronizing way in which Handy speaks about DeGeneres ("a gently scatterbrained

former bookstore owner who, after years of adult floundering, reluctantly comes to a
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realization about her homosexuality") serves to bolster an overall negative impression that

lesbians are lacking direction and need social guidance to bring them back in the fold.

Interestingly, although DeGeneres' quote functions in the article's structure to

limit the meaning of the sign "I'm gay," her words taken alone indicate a more open

interpretation of the sign. She makes clear in her argument that her problem with the

terms "in the closet" and "lesbian" have to do with the words themselves, rather than with

what they represent. She hates the term "in the closet" and thinks lesbian "sounds like

somebody with some disease." Because she found the terms to be limiting, she preferred

instead to refer to herself as gay. Here, DeGeneres opens up the sign "I'm gay" to

meanings beyond those that define gays and lesbians as deviant. "Gayness," DeGeneres

tells Time's readers, "is more palatable because it doesn't limit my identity." So, within

the second paragraph of the article, it is clear that Handy and DeGeneres are struggling

over the way in which gayness should be accented; whether as a deviant "sickness," or as

a freeing experience.

Handy continues accenting the sign "I'm gay" from a dominant position as he

exploits stereotypes about lesbians in the next paragraph.

What (DeGeneres) hasn't been able to bring herself to do, until now, is use the
word gay along with "I am" in public. Indeed, for a lot of men and women whose
livelihood depends on the goodwill of millions, those may be the three scariest
words in the English language. "I always thought I could keep my personal life
separate from my professional life," says DeGeneres while sitting in a patio at her
home in Beverly Hills. "In every interview I ever did..."-she's squinting, too polite
to interrupt this one even though the sun is clearly in her eyes - "everyone tried to
trap me into saying I was gay. And I learned every way to dodge that. Or if they
just blatantly asked me, I would say I don't talk about my personal life. I mean, I
really tried to figure out every way to avoid answering that question for as long as
I could."
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Handy's tone is once more rather patronizing. DeGeneres "hasn't been able to

bring herself..." to use the "scary" words. She has to squint into the sun during the

interview and has learned how to "dodge" people who try to trap her into revealing her

sexuality. Overall, the picture of DeGeneres' life painted by Handy in the first several

paragraphs of the article is not very pleasant. This unpleasantness serves to accent the

sign "I'm gay" in a way that reassures heterosexual readers that their lifestyle is by far

happier and less dangerous.

Handy employs several other techniques to limit the sign "I'm gay" in the rest of

the article. In several paragraphs on page 79, for example, he limits gayness by portraying

DeGeneres' life as difficult, by polarizing the audience and by inverting meaning during

transitions.

For DeGeneres, 39, the decision was the culmination of a long process of
struggling with feelings about her own sexuality, her fears about being rejected for
it, her wish to lead a more honest and open life in public, her weariness at the
effort it took her not to. For the public, the news was a sensation: a gay lead on
TV-that would be a first, and to those who attach importance to these sorts of
things, either a long time coming or another way station on the road to moral
abandon. (next paragraph) Or maybe it was just something to gossip about.

In the first paragraph, Handy uses more strong words with a rather negative

association: struglg, fears, weariness, sensation and moral abandon. The overall picture

he paints of DeGeneres' lesbian life is one of toil and endless struggle. This focus on the

negative functions, as before, to reassure heterosexual readers that homosexuals are

definitely not happier and healthier than they.

Handy also limits DeGeneres' gayness by polarizing the audience. When he

describes the event as a public "sensation" that could either be read as a "long time coming
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or a way station on the road to moral abandon," Handy effectively splits the audience

between "us" and "them;" those who embrace gay issues and those who see gays as

threats to national security. This parallels the way in which British newscasters limited the

meaning of railroad strikes by framing the disagreement as between the unions and the

nation, rather than between the unions and management (Fiske, 1995, p. 299). In both

cases, the signs "strike" and "I'm gay" are interpreted from a dominant viewpoint that

stresses the maintenance of social order above all else.

A further technique employed by Handy in the above two paragraphs is inversion

during transitions. In the transition from paragraph one, in which DeGeneres' revelation

may have serious social ramifications, to paragraph two, in which the revelation may be no

more important than gossip, Handy moves deftly from the sublime to the ridiculous. This

technique effectively undercuts DeGeneres' power because her words "I'm gay" become

not an attempt to gain control over her life, but instead only a chance for readers and

television viewers to revel in the titillating details of her life.

The effect of this transition is to effectively neutralize DeGeneres' impact upon the

readers' perceptions. Just when the article may be bringing readers to a greater

understanding of and empathy with DeGeneres, Handy says "Nah. It's just a lot of

gossip." This technique functions to reassure heterosexual readers that DeGeneres'

revelation is of transitory importance in the greater social scheme. As with most gossip,

readers are assured, DeGeneres' vocality about her lesbianism will die out and no longer

be an important issue in the news or in people's lives.
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Similar transitional inversions are dispersed throughout the article, appearing each

time an important social issue is addressed either by DeGeneres or Handy himself. At one

point, for example, DeGeneres discusses the way in which coming out positively effected

her life.

For me, this has been the most freeing experience because people can't hurt me
anymore. I don't have to worry about somebody saying something about me, or a
reporter trying to find out information. Literally, as soon as I made this decision, I
lost weight. My skin has cleared up. I don't have anything to be scared of, which
I think outweighs whatever else happens in my career.

Immediately after DeGeneres speaks these words about how good coming out has

been for her, Handy transitions to the negative effects experienced by ABC because of her

revelation.

In a sense, the burden lifted from DeGeneres' shoulders has landed on those of her
bosses at ABC and Touchstone Television...In a country that still has a lot of
conflicts about homosexuality, this formerly innocuous, intermittently funny series
is pushing buttons in a way that other shows with gay characters haven't. It's also
why, after a telephone threat, the soundstage on the neat and tidy Disney lot in
Burbank where "Ellen" is filmed had to be cleared before the final segment of the
coming out episode was shot and bomb-sniffing dogs brought in...All this comes at
a time when television is subject to greater scrutiny than ever before.....

In this transitional inversion, Handy moves from the personal life of DeGeneres to

the problems her sexuality has created for her employer. This inversion subtly undercuts

DeGeneres' glee at her new-found freedom by implying to readers that her personal

success has cost both her employer and society in general. Not only has ABC and

Touchstone paid for DeGeneres' sexuality in inconvenience and loss of credibility, but the

social system has been disrupted in a way that can lead to violence, Handy reminds

readers. The underlying message here is that a homosexual's desire to be personally free
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can lead to a potentially dangerous social situation. Only a selfish and self-centered

person, this heteronormal perspective holds, would be willing to sacrifice social stability so

he or she can lose weight and feel personally fulfilled.

In general then, although Time magazine did provide DeGeneres an opportunity to

speak honestly and openly to the public about her lesbianism, the article employed several

techniques that functioned to limit the meaning of her gayness to frame coming out from a

heteronormal perspective. In particular, ambiguities in the headline, the use of strong

words with negative connotations, the employment of stereotypes and the inversion of

transitions serve to undercut the impact of DeGeneres' coming out by framing her actions

and her sexuality in terms of deviance, social disruption and frivolity. Viewed along with

the cover photograph, then, the article can be seen as a counterpoint to DeGeneres'

homonormal message in the "Ellen" coming out episode.

Through Chapters 3 and 4, this paper has examined the ways in which the

ideological discourse about the sign "I'm gay" in the April 14, 1997 Time magazine

interview with DeGeneres differed from the ideological discourse about the sign "I'm gay"

in the "Ellen" television show. In the course of this analysis, the study found that Ellen

DeGeneres and her writing staff portrayed Ellen Morgan's coming out from a

homonormal perspective that sought to sympathetically portray the character's revelation

as a natural, human process. At the same time, the analysis of Time magazine's interview

with DeGeneres has demonstrated a heteronormal perspective that marginalizes

homosexuality and frames it in terms of deviance.
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This difference is highly significant, particularly as it could be an indication of

potential ideological change throughout society. As ideology is a fluid, ever-changing

practice, it is possible that the tensions between heteronormality and homonormality in the

two texts are working to help redefine how lesbians and gays are viewed by the television

and magazine audience. In other words, a new meaning of homosexuality, and the sign

"I'm gay," defined neither from a homonormal perspective nor from a heteronormal one,

could now be forming at the site of friction between the two ideologies.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The differences between the way in which "Ellen"/DeGeneres and the Time

magazine article framed lesbianism are highly indicative of a struggle between the two

over the meaning of the sign "I'm gay" in U.S. society. While "Ellen"/DeGeneres sought

to normalize gayness, to show the basic humanity of a lesbian, the Time magazine cover

and inside article functioned to destabilize this attempt by accenting "I'm gay" as abnormal

and marginal.

John Fiske (1992) notes that the meaning of any sign becomes part of an

ideological social struggle. The sign can be spoken in different accents according to who

is using it, and thus to accent a sign is to inflect its meaning with the social interests of a

particular group against those of others.

When the word "nigger" is accented by contemporary Black rap artists in their
music videos, they are giving it their meanings of blackness, racial subordination,
and prejudice against the historically dominant White ones. In doing so, they are
exploiting the multiaccentuality of the sign "nigger" and are thus politically
engaging in racial relations. The struggle over the sign "nigger" is not just a
struggle over the meanings of a word but over who has the power to control those
meanings. This is important for the power to control the meaning of social
experience is a crucial part of controlling the social relations, identities, and
behaviors of those involved in that experience (Fiske, 1992, p. 299).

This study contends that a similar struggle was going on between

"Ellen"/DeGeneres and Time magazine. The struggle was not only over control of

gayness on television, but over the power for lesbians and gays to control their own

96
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identity and to validate the meanings of their own social experiences. The Time magazine

cover and article limited the meanings of the sign "I'm gay" to those that it connoted when

spoken with the dominant accent, thereby taking it out of the realm of struggle.

"Ellen"/DeGeneres, on the other hand, was struggling to exploit what Fiske (1992) calls

"multiaccentuality" or "heteroglossia," the ability to speak difference from the dominant

position in one's own accent and to engage in the struggle to make sense of social

difference on one's own terms rather than submitting to those proposed and preferred by

the dominant group.

During the Fall, 1997 television season, this struggle continued as DeGeneres

continued highlighting gay issues on her television show. On October 9, ABC placed a

"due to adult content, parental discretion is advised" warning at the beginning of an

episode in which DeGeneres jokingly kisses a female co-star. The warning, not displayed

on other programs that showed heterosexual adults kissing, sparked a controversy that

almost led to DeGeneres' quitting the show.

"Where will it stop?" DeGeneres asked. "If you say, 'Don't watch a show that has

gay people on it,' who's to say they won't one day say, 'Don't watch a show that has

Black people on it, or Jews?' It's like if they had a Black show and put on a warning that

said this show isn't suitable for viewers who don't like Black people. No other show on

ABC, not "Spin City" or "Drew Carey" or "Dharma and Greg" would be forced to carry

that kind of advisory for a scene like this. The only other ABC show that's ever had this

label is "NYPD Blue," and that has nudity and violence" (Bauder, 1997). She added that

the parental warning undermined the goal of her show, which was to let gay children know
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"there's nothing wrong with being gay," by telling children that they shouldn't watch the

show.

In response to DeGeneres' anger, ABC, which admitted to worrying that the

"Ellen" show might become "too gay," offered conflicting responses to her claims of

censorship. Network executive Kevin Brockman said the warning was not meant to

exclude viewers, but was instead simply a way to educate concerned parents.

"The network has a responsibility to give viewers and parents as much information

as possible so they can make educational decisions for young viewers," Brockman said.

"The advisory on tonight's episode is simply meant to do just that - provide additional

information. It is not meant to exclude viewers" (Bauder, 1997).

On the other hand, Patricia Matson, a corporate spokeswoman for ABC, claimed

the message was placed before the show so that parents would have time to decide if their

children should be allowed to watch the show. "We are ultimately the ones responsible

for maintaining the standards for our audience," Matson said. "The promise we have

made to our audience is to provide them with as much information as possible so they can

decide what is appropriate for their children to watch." (Carter, October, 1997).

Clearly, the parental warning, which appeared on all shows during the Fall season

that included any reference to Ellen's sexuality, was an attempt by ABC to dilute

DeGeneres' homonormal agenda by limiting the sign "I'm gay" to the realm of ideas,

rather than the physical. This toning down of the gay message was a way in which the

television network attempted to limit lesbianism to a form that was comfortable for the

dominant, mainstream audience.
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Ellen Goodman (1997), columnist for the Boston Globe, notes that ABC's

handling of "Ellen" points to the prevalence of homophobic attitudes throughout society.

The resistance, she says, stems from an unwillingness to believe that lesbian and gay

sexuality can be anything other than deviant.

No sooner does ABC agree to the notion of content labeling then they slap a
parental discretionary advisory about adult content on the only show with an
openly gay star. It's a bit like yelling, "Eek, hide the children. There's a lesbian in
the room." The show is getting a warning label because of its sexual identity, not
because of its sexual content....In the latest Ellen flap, parents are being warned
about homosexuality itself. That exposes a serious fault line in the coalition of
Americans who have favored ratings, warnings, V-chips, any tool of defense
against the overwhelming culture of sex and violence. There is a huge gap between
those who do and those who don't believe in the possibility of wholesome
homosexuality. The perceived moral danger in this sitcom isn't really its sexual
content. It is rather that the show might actually succeed in portraying a gay
woman as a fellow struggler, maybe even a happy one.

In effect, then, the struggle over the warning message was over power--who had

the right to define, or accent, gayness and who didn't. ABC, perceiving "Ellen"/

DeGeneres from a heteronormal perspective, viewed her lesbianism as threatening and

abnormal. The warning message therefore functioned as an attempt to both communicate

this perspective to viewers and to put DeGeneres back in her place.

DeGeneres, perceiving ABC's heteronormal objective, fought back in two ways.

First, by drawing a comparison between homophobia and racism and second by

threatening to quit the show. Her response mirrors Gross' (1995) contention that lesbians

and gays utilize several techniques in response to homophobic treatment in the media,

including secession and resistance. DeGeneres practiced resistance in this case by voicing

her anger to the press. When this didn't work, she threatened to secede from the
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mainstream press in order to gain greater control over her creativity and her message,

which, according to Gross (1995), is "the ultimate expression of independence for a

minority struggling to free itself from the dominant culture's hegemony," (p. 68).

The power struggle between DeGeneres and ABC gave rise to a political struggle

that illustrated the deep ideological divisions separating U.S. society. On Oct.16, 1997, a

week after the parental warning was placed on "Ellen," Vice President Gore praised the

"Ellen" television show for forcing Americans "to look at sexual orientation in a more

open light." In a speech to the Hollywood Radio and Television Society, Gore singled out

"Ellen" for its valuable contribution to society, along with other influential TV characters

such as Archie Bunker and Oscar the Grouch. Speaking about the character played by

DeGeneres, Gore said, "when the character Ellen came out, millions of American were

forced to look at sexual orientation in a more open light" (HRC Online Press Release,

1997).

Gore's remarks sparked a controversy that illustrates significant differences

between heteronormal and homonormal ideologies. Gay and lesbian organizations, as well

as many liberal human rights organizations, were overjoyed by Gore's remarks, while

many conservative groups were outraged that the vice president would label "Ellen" as

socially beneficial. Elizabeth Birch, executive director of the Human Rights Campaign

said Gore showed courage and good character with his remarks. "Television is a mirror of

society and, unfortunately, for a very long time, gay people were either invisible or highly

distorted. By singling out a positive gay character on a groundbreaking show, the vice
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president has himself helped to lead American to view our community with greater

openness." (HRC Online Press Release, 1997).

At the same time, Randy Tate of the Christian Coalition, said Gore's remarks

showed him to be out of step with the American public. "I'd use Ronald Reagan's one-

liner: 'He's gone so far left, he's left America.' He's way out of the mainstream. This is

nothing more than craven pandering to the Hollywood left" (Orin and Connor, 1997).

Former Vice President Dan Quayle said further, "I'm always surprised to hear politicians

promoting the agenda of Hollywood elites. If there's anybody whose agenda needs

promoting, it is the middle-class American family" (Marcus, 1997). And Alan Keyes,

conservative radio talk show host called Gore's remarks "tragic and misguided." He said,

"With this speech, Al Gore is making himself a champion of the most radical anti-family

forces in America today. Clearly, he fails to understand-or wilfully ignores-the grave

threat of Hollywood's promotion of sexual licentiousness poses to the heart and moral

character needed to sustain decent families" (PRNewswire, 1997).

The rhetoric of the responses to Gore's endorsement of Ellen mirror closely the

rhetoric employed by DeGeneres in "Ellen's" coming out episode and Time's April 14

article. In both cases, those speaking from a homonormal perspective sought to accent the

sign "I'm gay" in order to promote a new openness and acceptance of homosexuals in

American society. At the same time, those speaking from a heteronormal perspective

sought to disenfranchise homosexuals by exploiting a mainstream accent on the sign "I'm

gay," thus "speaking" lesbians and gays as marginal and as threats to social stability.
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In the most basic sense, then, the struggle evidenced by different accents on the

sign "I'm gay" on the television show and in Time magazine, and by liberals and

conservatives, represented a struggle between two ideologies: homonormality and

heteronormality. As cultural studies theorists define ideology as a site in which

negotiation of meaning occurs through struggle between various world views, the social

construction of gayness in the "Ellen" phenomenon will most likely result neither from

homonormality nor heteronormality alone, but from the friction between the two

ideologies which were simultaneously viewed by the audiences for the television show, for

the magazine and for political news reports.

The question remaining to be studied then is what new ideology will form at the

site of the friction between heteronormality and homonormality. Can media scholars

assume from the "Ellen" phenomenon that the public's view of homosexuality has begun

to shift significantly? Or, on the other hand, could the television show and the news

reports surrounding it simply be another form of marginilization and symbolic annihilation?

Further study is needed in order to answer these questions. Even so, some

scholars are theorizing that, whether ideology has shifted or not, because of "Ellen"

lesbians and gays will become an increasingly common sight in the media. According to

Leonard (1998):

Essentially, I believe that television progresses to reflect society. However, this is
done so with a cracked mirror. Because of the dominant power-holders, i.e.,
networks, sponsors, conservative white, heterosexual men, this progression is
extremely slow. Moreover, the public outcry of this episode reveals that a large
portion of the country is still very conservative. It takes a bold move, such as
"Ellen's" coming out episode, to test the public's tolerance. Nevertheless, once
the initial controversy is accepted by the public, the sponsors, the network, then
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other programs will copy the topic. Ultimately, the topic will become naturalized
as part of television culture (p. 5).

What this naturalization means from a cultural perspective will be a valuable area

of study in the future.

Limitations of the Study

There are several limitations to the above analysis. First, the study analyzed only a

small portion of the information that was available from the news media. While the Time

article presented a great deal of information about dominant, heteronormal ideology, an

in-depth analysis of other articles may reveal more ideological tensions and contradictions.

Another limitation of this study was the dearth of information presented on

"Ellen's" production environment. Moritz (1991) notes that a study of texts and the

environment that produces them can not be complete without an understanding of the

institutional forces that frequently drive the creation of television texts (p. 22). "In the

case of lesbian portrayals, institutional forces that together comprise the context in which

television programs are created and produced, may in fact be playing a decisive role"

(Moritz, 1991, p. 23).

Without analysis of the specific production environment surrounding "Ellen," then,

the study cannot give a complete picture of the ideological struggle between

homonormality and heteronormality. Further studies should delve more deeply into the

production of "Ellen" by assembling interviews with some of the key players on the

production team, including the ABC corporation, the director and producer of the show

and the writing staff itself. These interviews could help researchers understand what
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institutional constraints were put upon DeGeneres and her staff and how they worked

against them to privilege their interpretation of gayness.

Third, as Fiske (1992) and Kellner (1995) note, no cultural studies analysis of a

television phenomenon will be complete without audience reception studies. Although

this study contends that the show's text and the media environment formed a single entity

that worked to create meaning for the audience, without in-depth focus group interviews,

researchers cannot say what meaning the audience derived from this entity.

Even still, this study represents an important contribution to cultural studies

because it focuses upon an historic moment in the representation of gays and lesbians in

the media. For almost 50 years after the invention of television, few if any, gay or lesbian

characters appeared on television. Once they did appear, they tended to be portrayed in

negative or grossly stereotypical ways. Such portrayals have been associated with an

attempt to prevent lesbians and gays from gaining social and political power (Moritz,

1991; Gross, 1991; Fejes & Petrich, 1993).

At the time of this study in the late-1990s, however, the television media appear to

be more willing to present positive images of homosexuals. An indicator of this willingness

is the "Ellen" television sitcom which, for the first time in television history, presents a

main character who is a lesbian played by an actress who is also a lesbian. The

implications of the "Ellen" show could have far reaching ramifications for lesbians and

gays and for society as a whole. Not only could positive portrayals of gays and lesbians,

such as those shown on "Ellen," result in higher self-esteem and self-confidence for

lesbians and gays (Fejes and Petrich, 1992), but they also could precipitate a
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transformation in mainstream attitudes about the deviance of homosexuality which could

lead to different treatment of lesbians and gays in the future (Gross, 1991).

This cultural studies analysis was designed to be a starting point for further

examination of the social implications of television's shift in presenting lesbians and gays

in the late-1990s. Specifically, the study used discourse/ideological analysis to examine

the ways in which the "Ellen" television episode and Time magazine represented the

meaning of gayness in order to uncover sites of ideological tension between the two texts.

It found significant ideological differences between "Ellen," which accented the sign "I'm

gay" from a homonormal perspective, and Time magazine, which accented the sign from a

heteronormal perspective. These differences point to an active struggle over the meaning

of gayness in modem American society. Future studies should examine this struggle in

light of the audience's interpretation of the struggle to assess the degree to which

homosexuality becomes normalized as a result of greater media exposure.
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Scene 5 (10 minutes into show)

In hotel lobby.

Susan: Who are you talking to?

Ellen: You?

Susan: Well, did we just finish up a conversation or do you want to continue it in my
room? I've got ice.

Ellen: Oh, all right then.

Enter hotel room.

Susan: You want to split a $5 soda, my treat?

Ellen: No. Actually I just a $8 bottle of pineapple juice with Richard. (Laughter). Your

room is exactly like his. (Laughter)

Susan: Isn't it? (Laughter - both women try to sit at same seat on couch) Oh, oops.

Sorry.

Ellen: Sorry. Do you want me to sit there?

Susan: No. I'll sit over there.

Ellen: Wow. I love this song.

Susan: Me too. John Lee Hooker is so, so cool.

Ellen: So, so cool (said together).

Susan: I love him. I saw him in concert. He is a god.

Ellen: Yeah, me too. I mean, I'm not a god. I saw him actually in New Orleans at the
jazz festival.

Susan: Oh my God! I love the jazz fest. I sold crawfish at the jazz fest.

Ellen: Wait a minute. I bought crawfish at the jazz fest. (Laughter) Were you a 60 year
old Black man?
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Susan: That was me. (Laughter) It's so weird. We're so alike.

Ellen: I know. It's really strange. I never met anybody that I ... like this. It's like I'm

looking in a mirror. You know? Like a funhouse mirror where I'm taller and thinner,

but....(laughter)

Susan: Well, you seem more relaxed than out in the hall.

Ellen: Yeah, I don't want to talk about that.

Susan: Ok. So tell me....

Ellen: Richard came on to me when I was in his room.

Susan: Really?

Ellen: Yeah, really. How weird.

Susan: Yeah.

Ellen: I mean, I've known him for so long. I mean, he's so great. He's smart and funny
and....

Susan: Gorgeous.

Ellen: Gorgeous, yeah. I mean, he's everything. He's perfect, you know? And I mean,

why am I not interested? You know?

Susan: Laughing - I can't imagine. (Laughter)

Ellen: Did you ever go out with him or....

Susan: No, Ellen...

Ellen: Yeah, office romance. That's a bad idea I guess.

Susan: I don't date men.

Ellen: Oh. (Laughter and applause) Why?

Susan: I'm gay.

Ellen: You're gay?
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Susan: Yes.

Ellen: Oh. How about that? (Laughter) Gay. Good. Good. Gay. I didn't....good for
you. Of course. Why wouldn't you be gay? (Laughter)

Susan: Wow. I thought you knew.

Ellen: No. Didn't know.

Susan: In fact, I thought you were gay too.

Ellen: You thought I was gay? (Laughter)

Susan: Yes.

Ellen: Why, why, why would you think I was gay?

Susan: Oh, wow. I'm sorry. I just kind of got that vibe.

Ellen: Vibe? Like a gay vibe? You know? Like I'm giving off some kind of gay
vibrations? You know? Gay? That's funny. No. I think what, I think what you're
sensing is uh a very very strong "I like men" vibe and it's throwing you a little bit, so you
(laughter) are confused about that.

Susan: Ellen?

Ellen: Yes.

Susan: Ellen. Ice.

Ellen: Ice. I know, I like ice. Heterosexuals like ice. (Laughter)

Susan: Wow. I'm really sorry....

Ellen: No. It's funny because uhm I think I know what's going on. Is, uhm, you it's not
enough for you to be gay. You know? You've got to recruit others, you know?
(Laughter)

Susan: Yeah. I'll have to call national headquarters and tell them I lost you. Damn. Just
one more and I would have gotten that toaster oven. (Laughter and applause)

Ellen: What is that? Gay humor? Because I don't get it. That's how un-gay I am.
(Laughter)
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Susan: I've really made you uncomfortable.

Ellen: No, no, no. OK. You're wrong. And that's all. You could be wrong. People are
wrong. So, I'm going to get going. But no big deal you know? (Struggles to open
door-laughter. Susan leans in to undo lock and Ellen backs against door. Susan backs off
with her hands up) Laughter.

Ellen: Ok. I'll see you later.

Susan: Bye. (Laughter and applause. Ellen knocks on door, Susan opens it and Ellen
hands her the glass of ice).

Ellen alone in hallway now.

Ellen: I'll show you whose gay. (Knocks on Richard's door. He opens)

Richard: Ellen? (She kisses him) I thought you didn't want to rush into things.

Ellen: That's why I left for a minute (goes into the room and closes the door)

Scene ends
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Scene 9 (27 minutes into show)

(Flight 368 with service to Pittsburgh)

Airport noise in background.

"Ellen, what are you doing here? You didn't have to come all the way down here just to
say goodbye."

Ellen: Oh, yes I did. Yes. Because otherwise I wouldn't be able to give
you...uh...uh...this gum. You know? It's for you know on the flight, you know, the
popping and everything. You've got to have gum. So, I should probably give some to
Susan too. Where is she? (Laughter)

"She'll be right back. You know about last night...."

Ellen: I'm sorry. It was me. I'm sorry.

"There's just so much I want to say..."

Ellen: Well, you know what I do when I have a lot to say. I just put it all down in a letter.
Because the emotions....it's better that way. That's what I'm going to do. I'm going to
write you a letter with everything. And besides, I'll always be the girl that you didn't
sleep with, which makes me special. (Laughter)

"So I guess we'll always not have that." (Laughter)

Ellen: Yes.

"Can I call you?"

Ellen: Yes. Not ifWI call you first. Alright. Bye. Susan.

Susan: Oh. Hi.

Ellen: Can I talk to you just quickly before you leave?

Susan: Um, yes, listen....

Ellen: No, no please just let me talk. Just....

Susan: OK.
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Ellen: Um, you know how you know you said in the room you know that you thought
maybe I was....and I said no, no, no? Well, uhm, I was thinking about it you know and I

think that maybe I'm...I am....I guess what I'm trying to say is I did get the joke about the

toaster oven. (Applause and laughter)

Susan: So are you saying what I think you're saying?

Ellen: What do you think I'm trying to say?

Susan: Oh, I'm not going to say it again and be wrong.

Ellen: No, you're not wrong. You're right. Uhm, this is so hard, but I, I, I....I think I've
realized that I am....I can't even say the word. Why can't I say the word? I mean, why
can't I just say....What is wrong.....why, why do I have to be so ashamed? I mean, why
can't I just say the truth? I mean, be who I am. I'm 35 years old. I'm so afraid to tell
people. I mean, I just.....Susan, I'm gay. (Over PA system at airport. Loud applause and
laughter). That felt great. That felt so great. And it felt so loud. (Laughter). Well, I
guess you have to get on a plane, don't you?

Susan: No. (Laughter)

Ellen: What?

Susan: Oh, I'm not leaving for another three days. I've got a lot of work to do here.
(Laughter and applause). So you want to get some coffee or something?

Ellen: Yeah, OK. I guess. Yeah. Sure. (Laughter and applause)
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Scene 11 (35 minutes into show)

Psychiatrist's office.

Oprah: So tell me when did you first realize that you might be gay?

Ellen: With Susan. That's the first time absolutely. That's the first time I've ever felt this
way.

Oprah: So what do you think...

Ellen: Well, except also freshman English (laughter). We were reading the works of
Gertrude Stein.

Oprah: So that naturally brought up all these issues.

Ellen: No, actually the girl sitting next to me brought up all these issues. (Laughter).

Oprah: So that was the first time.

Ellen: Wait a minute. No, no, no. Actually in Junior High I really liked this girl a lot that
worked at the snack bar at the roller rink. But I thought I liked her because she gave me
free curly fries. (Laughter). So I guess this has been going on a while.

Oprah: but you kept it to yourself and never acted on it. Why do you think that is?

Ellen: I don't know. I guess I thought ifWI just ignored it it would just go away and I could
just live a normal life.

Oprah: And what is a normal life Ellen?

Ellen: I don't know. Normal. Just the same thing everybody wants. I want a house with
a picket fence. A dog. A cat. Sunday barbecues. Someone to love. Someone who loves
me. Someone I can build a life with. I just want to be happy.

Oprah: And you think you can't have these things with a woman?

Ellen: Well, society has a pretty big problem with it. You know? I mean, there are a lot
of people out there who think people like me are sick. Oh God, why did I ever rent
"Personal Best?" (Laughter)

Oprah: You can't blame this on the media, Ellen. (Laugher). It isn't going to be easy.
No one has it easy.
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Ellen: You don't understand. Do you think I want to be discriminated against? Do you
think that I want people calling me names to my face? (Laughter)

Oprah: To have people commit hate crimes against you just because you're not like them?

Ellen: Thank you. (Laughter)

Oprah: To have to use separate bathrooms and separate water fountains and sit in the back
of the bus.

Ellen: Oh man, we have to use separate water fountains? (Laughter) Joke. No, I guess,
you know, you have to admit it's not exactly an accepted thing. I mean, you never see a
cake that says "Good for you! You're gay." Maybe the Baskin Robbins in West
Hollywood. (Laughter).

Oprah: Ok then Ellen. I'll say it. Good for you. You're gay. So what are you going to
do now?

Ellen: I'm going to Disneyland!! (Laughter and applause)

Oprah: You know what I mean. Are you planning on talking to your friends?

Ellen: Oh yes. Obviously of course. I'm not going to stop talking to them just becauseI'm gay. (Laughter). Oh, you mean talking about me being.....? Oh. No. No. That's
none of their business. No.

Oprah: Well, do you think you'd feel more comfortable talking to your parents?
(Laughter)

Ellen: All right. You win. I'll talk to my friends.
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Scene 12 (42 minutes into show)

In Ellen's Apartment (Ellen and Peter are assembling snacks)

Ellen: Thanks for coming over early to help me set up.

Peter: I live to serve. (laughter)

Ellen: Because there's no way I could have prepared cheese and crackers for seven people
all by myself.

Peter: You know what you need? A melon bailer.

Ellen: I'm gay. (Laughter) So, where would I find one of those melon ballers?

Peter: Oh Ellen! At the grocery store! At the grocery store! I'm so proud of you!!
(Hugs and audience applause)

Ellen: Thanks. But we're not still talking about the melon baller, are we?

Peter: This is amazing. Barret and I were just discussing this the other day.

Ellen: You discussed this with Barret?

Peter: Oh yeah. (Laughter)

Ellen: What, were you just sitting around sipping International Coffees and said "Let's
discuss Ellen's sexuality?"

Peter: Cafe Vienna...how'd you know? So, who else have you told?

Ellen: You've been the first. (Peter is happy). And my therapist and Susan and the people
waiting for departing flight 368.

Peter: Susan?

Ellen: Yeah. The woman I'm in love with. So, it shouldn't be a big deal telling myfriends. The people at the airport took it pretty well. Do you think this is a bad idea?

Peter: Believe me, telling people is always hard. I remember when I first told my parents.I sat them down. I said "I've struggled with this for a long time, but this is who I am.And I only hope you can be happy for me." And the next year when I entered
kindergarten they were 100 percent behind me (laughter).
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Ellen: I sure wish I would have realized this when I was younger. It would have been
easier.

Peter: Easier, right. It was a real delight being "Homo Pete" in junior high. Ellen, it's
never easy.

Ellen: If that's the official gay welcome speech, you need a happier ending.

(Friends come into the apartment - greets everyone else)

Peter: Welcome all. There's cheese and melon and Chardonnay (cut to a shot of Ellen
drinking from the bottle). Why don't we all give Ellen our attention? I think she might
have something she wants to tell us. Ellen?

Ellen: (puts down bottle). Ok. Uhm, all right. I guess the best way to do something like
this is just say it. Just right out. Straight to the point. Just come right out and say it. So,here goes. (Pause) You know how you think you're taller than you are? You know,
you're saying "I'm 5'S"" and then you finally meet somebody who is 5'8" and they're like
"You're 5'8"?" And you're like....you know? Well, I was at the gap the other day....

Audrey: Ellen. I thought you had something important to tell us.

Peter: She does.

Ellen: OK. Well, I've realized recently that I have uhm, strong feelings for someone.
Romantic feelings.

Audrey: Oh. I have goose bumps.

Paige: I think I know where this is going.

Ellen: No. I don't think you do. (Laughter) Uhm, I feel like I need your support rightnow.

Audrey: Oh, you've got it.

Paige: Of course we support you. I mean, Richard sounds like a great guy.

Ellen: Yeah he is. He's great. So, thanks for stopping by. This was great. (Laughter)

Peter: For god's sake Ellen! Tell them you're gay. Ellen....

Paige: Is that true.
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Ellen: Oh, that? Well, it depends on what your definition of gay is. Because .... yes, I'm
gay.

Paige: But I thought that you and Richard...you know? The whole man-woman sex thing?

Ellen: Never happened.

Joe: So nobody showed anybody the money? (Laughter)

Ellen: No. I don't like Richard, I like Susan.

Paige: Susan?

Spence: Wow.

Ellen: I know this is a big shock. I really don't expect you to, you know, accept it justright away. You know. Take your time. Let it sink in.

Audrey: Well....I for one think it's super! (Applause - hugs Ellen) Now, what should wecall you? Gay or lesbian? (Laughter)

Ellen: How about Ellen?

Audrey: OK Ellen.

Paige: Yeah. It's great. I love learning new things about my friends. And this is new.

Ellen: So, you're OK with this?

Paige: Of course I am. It's funny because the other day I was just saying that I don't have
enough lesbian friends (laughter). Oh, and I saw "Bound." (Laughter)

Spence: I'll love and respect whatever you do. If you want to bring a woman home, I'mcool with that. (Pause...) Very cool. (Laughter)

Ellen: This wasn't so bad after all.

Joe: Ellen, I'm happy for you. (Hugs Ellen).

Ellen: Thank you Joe.

Joe: Just one thing. Are you sure this is what you want?
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Ellen: You're sweet. Yes I am sure. Thank you.

Joe: OK. Everyone. Pay up. (Laughter)
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ROLL wii

And tell Ozzie Nelson the news.
Ellen DeGeneres is poised to become TV's
frst openly gay star. Is America ready or not?

Dy BRUCE HANDY LOS ANGELES

IFFERENT MEDIA HAVE DIFFERENT THRESHOLDS FOR SCAN-
dal Controversy in the movies might mean making a film
that glorifies one of the nation's most repugnant pornogra-

S phiers. Controversy in literature might mean writing a mem-
otr~tlieffir you had with your father when YOU were

~~ ~r2OsZ television, which functions not just as a busi-
uess anctebased7&t forni but also as an increasingly frac-

~atzosde co iirrr of itself, the threshold is much
-' ~~onoversy na ~tarring in a sitcom as a gently scatter-

r of adult floundering, re-
~tiil~coes a ~ dii~bouher homOsexuality and begins to take

aSso bfhedoset and toward getting a life.tene set"says Ellen DeGeneres, the aforemen-
fistopnlall-pants wardrobe and sometimes awkward

GEues was provoking curiosity from fans and re-terslng before her sexuality became a minor national obsession. "Un-
cently Ihated the word lesbian too,"she continues."I've said it enoughnowthatitpdoesn't.bothermeButlesbian soundedlikesomebodywith somekind of disease..I didn't like that, so I used the word gay more often."
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What she hasn't been able to bring
herself to do, until now, is use the word
gay along with "I am" in public. Indeed,
for a lot of men and women whose liveli-
hood depends on the goodwill of millions,
those may be the three scariest words in
the English language. "I always thought I
couldkeep my personal life separate from
my professional life," says DeGeneres
whilesittingin apatio ather home in Bev-
erly Hills. 'In every interview I ever
did"-she's squinting, too polite to inter-
rupt this one even though the sun is clear-
lyin her eyes-"everyone tried to trap me
into saying!i was gay. And I learned every
way to dodge that. Or if they just blatant-
ly asked me,I would sayI don't talk about
my personal life. I mean, I really tried to
figure out every way to avoid answering
that question for as long as I could."

That became a lot harder last Septem-
berwhen the news leaked, unintentional-
ly byallaccounts, that DeGeneres wanted
to have the character she plays on Ellen,
her three-year-old Asc sitcom, discover
that she-the character, that is-is a les-
bian. For DeGeneres, 39, the decision
was the culmination of a long process of
struggling with feelings about her own
sexuality, her fears about being rejected
for it, her wish to lead a more honest and
openlifeinpublic, her weariness at the ef-
fort it took her not to. For the public, the
news was a sensation: a gay lead on TV-
thatwould be a first, and to those who at-
tack importance to these sorts of things,
either a long time coming or another way
station on the road to moral abandon.

Or maybe it was just something to
gossip about. In a series of TV interviews
last fall, previously scheduled to promote
a new CD but suddenly subjected to in-
tense scrutiny because of the coming-out
rumors, DeGeneres joked awkwardly that
she was Lebanese, or that the real news
was that a character named Les Bian
would be joining Ellen's cast. She even
kidded her own teasing reticence on an
episode of The Larry Sanders Show that
hadherhoppinginto bed for man-woman
sex with the fictional male talk-show host.

Fmally, after things dragged on all
winter, ABc announced last month that
the character of Ellen Morgan would in-
deed be coming out in a special one-hour
episode on the last day of April, just in
time for sweeps. That resolved, De-
Generes, who had felt constrained from
speaking frankly about the issue while
her sitcom's fate was still in the balance,
is coming out too. "For me," she says,
"this has been the most freeing experi-
ence because people can't hurt me any-
more. I don't have to worry about some-
body saying something about me, or a

reporter trying to find out inforn-
Literally, as soon as I made this dec
I lost weight. My skin has cleared
don't have anything to be scarf.
which I think outweighs whateve
happens in my career."

In a sense, the burden lifted
DeGeneres' shoulders has lande
those of her bosses attAc and Touck:
Television, which co-produces
(both, of course, are part of the Wal-
ney Co.). Dealing with controversy
usually a TVexecutive's strongest su.
not that there aren't already gay &L
terms on television. There are-so ma:

MUMENT OF TRUTH: An airport waitingroom is the setting for the coming-out
scene. Inset: the lines from the script
fact (22 as of February, according to
Advocate, a national gay-and-lesi
magazine, from the lovelorn Smithery
The Simpsons to the lovelorn Matt on.
rose Place), that one of Ellen's produc.
offers the half-joking observation that
mosexuals "have become the new st:
character, like the African-American
at the workplace."

But all those characters are either
ripheral or part of an ensemble. L
Mary Richards before her, Ellen Mori-
functions as her show's center, aroci
whom the rest of the cast revolves-str
turally, Ellen Morgan is Mary Richar
except she likes girls. She provides -
window into the show's comedic wor
she is the character we are asked to idt
tify with, the person to whom we
asked to give tacit approval. That's why.
a country that.still has a lot of con~fi
about homosexuality, this formerly

TIME.APRIL 14,1997
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nocuous, intermittently funny series is
now pushing buttons in a way that other
shows with gay characters haven't. It's
also why, after a telephone threat, the
,undstage on the neat and tidy Disney

in Burbank where Ellen is filmed had
u be cleared before the final segment of

the coming-out episode was shot and
bomb-sniffing dogs brought in.

All this comes at a time when televi-
sion is subject to greater scrutiny than
ever before-dating back, at least, to then
Vice President Dan Quayle's famous 1992
speech in which he lambasted the charac-
ter Murphy Brown for choosing to have a

- - .

* 4 .

,4

child out of wedlock. One can endlessly
debate the question of whether television
influences society or reflects itDoes
Ellen Morgan's coming out in what is stillour massest medium legitimize homosex-
uality, or does the sponsorship of a bot-
tom-line business like nsc merely reflect
its acceptance by a significant portion of
the population? Clearly, the answer is
both, that TV and culture play off eachother in ways that are hard to codify. Anyattempt to reduce these complex rever-
berations to a. black-or-white issue is,
well, the ind of thing you'd expect from Itelevision.
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Ironically, this ongoing obsession with
TV's responsibility comes at a time when
the networks' hold on the viewing public
continues toerode-just this past February
the networks' share of the total viewing
audience dropped 4.6% from a year ago,
continuing a two-decades-long decline.
But whatever Ellen's fate with the
Nielsens, television's treatment of sexuali-
ty is likely to continue becoming increas-
ingly frank, vulgar or immoral, depending
on one's vantage point and what, of
course, one is viewing (Chicago Hope?
Married... With ChildrenAmade-for-TV
movie starring Tori Spelling as a hooker?)
The medium-andnAmerica-has patently
come along way from the 1952-53 season,
when the castofILove Lucy couldn't utter
the word pregnant during Little Ricky's
gestation period, or 1965 when, a year af-
er network TV got its first double marital
ed on Bewitched, Barbara Eden was for-

>idden by rscto show her belly button on
Dream ofJeannie.

It would be a mistake, however, to
think of TV history as one long, uninter-
upted drift toward untrammeled license.
(oral Values are, of course, relative. Par-V ofFivefeatures yards of premarital sex,
et is also a warmer celebration of familyonds than, say,LeaveaIt to Beaver or The
onna Reed Show. Today there are new

taboos. "Nobody's going to do
abortion on a sitcom today,
but Maude did it back in
1972," says Bruce Helford, co-
creator and executive produc-
er of The Drewo Carey Show.

He's referring to the famous
episodes of Maude in which
Bea Arthur's title character
not only considered having an
abortion, as a number of TV
characters have in years since,
but actually went out and got. one. "Abortion," Helford be-
lieves, "is waytoohotasubject
now. Stuff that shows like All
in the Family did-I don't
think they'd let you get away

h the kind of show with humor about
ism, like the episode where Archie
nker met Sammy Davis Jr. We've real-
gone backward in a big way." Marta
tffman, co-creator and executive pro-
er ofFriendscomplains thatherseries
n't allowed to show an actual condom,
reas just a few seasons earlier, Sein-
was. "Things have changed over the

few years,"she grumbles. "You
dn't do the masturbation episode of
feld today."
In the big Elen episode-filmed over
consecutive Fridays last month amid
tnosphere that seemed half party, half
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support group-an old college friend they go back to the same show, and sl(male) comes on to Ellen, who slowly re- lesbian, but the same old things happyalizes that she is attracted to the friend's her, the boost won't last."female colleague, played by Laura Dern, He is getting at something tha:a close friend of DeGeneres' in real life (a long plagued Ellen, which sometdescription that'should not be read into). feels like Seinfeld after a game ofOprahWinfrey,inasurprisingly drolland phone. Although the show deblow-keyperformance, plays Ellen's thera- three years ago in the Nielsens toppist. A whole flock of other celebrities- as These Friends ofMine the sitcomalso friends of DeGeneres', including since stumbled through a numberDemi Moore, Melissa Etheridge, kd.lang cast, staff and time-slot changes,nand Billy Bob Thornton-showed their quite jelling .creatively, evngs by
support by doing cameos on the episode. Generes' estimation, and settlingBoth ABc and Touchstone seem to be the ratings' upper midrange. A mgenuinelypleased with the results."We're problem has been the indistinct chaveryproud. Wethink Ellen and the show's ter of Ellen Morgan, who seems to tstaff have executed it beau- - s
tifuly," says Jamie Tarses,
president of ABC Entertain-
ment. At the same time, she
adds, "obviouslythis is an ex- 
periment. We're not sociolo-
gists.Wedon'tknowhowthis
is going to be received."

Well, they could have
wagered a few easy guesses.
The news that Ellen Morgan
would come out brought
predictable applause from
the Gay & Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation, which
is building a national "Come
Out with Ellen" day around
the episode; and predictable
denunciations from the Rev.
Jerry Falwell, who referred
to the star in gentlemanly ANALYZING THE SITUATION: A rehearsal with Oprali.fashion as "Ellen DeGener- who plays a perceptive therapist in the episode
ate," and from the Rev. Donald E. Wild- wackily through each show withcmon, whose American Family Associa- ever offering much in the way of belietion has issued barely veiled threats to able motivation, even in the ela:boycottEen's advertisers.A stalwart ABC sense that usually applies to sitcomsaysitnevertheless expects thatEllen will For a while she owned a bookstore, bbe fully sponsored, although two occa- the profession seemed more an arsional advertisers on Ellen, J.C. Penney trary choice to inject "workplace h:and Chrysler, have announced they mor." After the second season s1-won't continue to sponsor the show. This stopped dating-some writers say bcan't have made ABC happy. But even for cause DeGeneres was uncomfortabcontroversial shows there are usually with overtly heterosexual story lines, a.enough advertisers to go around if the though she says she simply wasn't interatings promise to be high enough, which ested in doing a show that focused c.controversy often ensures. The network relationships. As it happens, the cod:remains optimistic, working title of the comingout scrip:Inless vested precincts of Hollywood, The Puppy Episode, is an in-joke referthere seems to be little consensus about ence to one of the lamer attemptshow the show will do. "What you'll find is juice up the show: an executives suithat Ellen is going to take a hit on this," gestion-Deeno: won't say whose-saysDick Wolf;creatorofLaw &Order. "If that the show's creative problems migoit was my show I probably wouldn't have be solved if Ellen Morgan got a puppydone it. This is one specific area that a Was Ellen Morgan really pgaylarge percentage of the population is still along before no ogn aly e caratvery uncomfortable with."Bruce Helford, knewit but Deeneres and the writers a.the Drew Carey producer, is more bullish: well? According to Dava Savel, one c"I think there will be a big spike in the rat- Ellen's three executive producers spings. But if it's just one big thing and then often flew between DeGeneres andfe
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male guests. She cites in particular an It's actually kind of poignant The charac-episode with Janeane Garafalo. "There teris also denied an affirningiplockwithwasn't supposed to be a lesbian thing at her female love interest-a former tabooall, but afterward we were watching the that was long ago shattered by L.A. Law,tape and we were like, 'Whoa'" Roseanne and, earlier this season, Rela-DeGeneres is certainly not averse to tivity (men kissing men, on the otherthe idea that the new plot twist is organ- hand, remains, for now, a no-no).ic rather than desperate: "It made sense When asked about kissing women onthe character was gay-not that I ever TV, DeGeneres-is adamant: "It was thestarted with that intention." At Asc and last thing I wanted to do. I don't wantDisney, the idea of Ellen Morgan's com- people to watch me kiss somebody.ing out had been discussed off and on as That's not what this is about Ellen Mor-a possible fix for the show almost since its gan is scared to death. She just found outinception. So executives were receptive, she's gay. She doesn't know how to kiss acautious, when DeGeneres and the girl yet When you realize you're gay, it'sshow's producers first approached them like being in grade school It's your firstlast summer about the possibility. "It's kiss-that's a nervous thing, you know?not a no-brainer," understates Tarses, That's what's so exciting about this, to bebut tentative permission was granted for able to show the whole process of comingthe show to go ahead, pending final ap- out for the first time." She's right-muchprova ofte script. Regrettably, at least of the epsd ie rc e oith from DeGeneres' and her staffs vantage vein for the series. And in this case, De-point, the dragged-out decision process Generes' desire for truthfulness-and forleft them twisting in the wind. keepinghershow'sfocusoffdating,gayr
Among other problems, a source straight ("Mary Richards didn't date thatsays, there was also a feeling at Disney- much," she points out)-fits well withperhaps because of an overzealous read- Touchstone's and A4 ac's that the showmg of management's mood-that the proceed cautiously. "Ellen won't becomeEllen decision might best be delayed un- the lesbian dating show" is the party linetil after last February's Disney stock- one hears againlesmetgso hacaian and again.

Michael Eisner would be at aian "Ellen Morgan is still in a very het-
Micae l Eisn r would es vng erosexual situation," insists Dava Savelto defend that as well as his salary and "Almost allher friends are heterosexuals.Mike Ovitz's lavish payout. "When Dis- If one of the other characters has a guyney or Aacwere worried about boycotts that they're interested in, she's the first toor this orthat, Ikeptsayingto everybody, say, 'Omigod, he's hot' It's just not goingIm the one who's going to get the to bean option for Ellen todate him."Not

can yctt,'says Deeneres."'You that lesbians shouldn't appreciate malec cancel the show, you can go and beauty, but this does smack a bit of themake another one. It's not going to hurt we're-doing-itbut-we're-not-doing-it atyou. I'm the product here.'" titude with which television often ends
up approaching taboos, which might best

will be groundbreaking not on TV between Star Trek': Captain Kirkonly for having a gay lead and Lieut. Uhura. Back then,in1968, the

H aracEr, bDfRE aviN gba cupl i af ored by e alrtiente lepathy tos

gay lead character whois not smooch against their will.
yet entirely comfortable In Ellen's last two episodes of thewith her sexuality-a depar- season, she will come out to her parentsthre from the normal run of and then to her new boss at the book-

Tthindinth e pr0 , e asecharacters on store. She will suffer some rejection.TV tend to be proud, assertive and more Netsao-sumn htr tor less uplifting. It's surely not happen etesoa n DeaenAs wants to
stnc ha Mlos lae' pe- renew the show and DeGeneres wants tostance that Merose Place's Matt is the return, which she says she might not-is

of grace or nobility, nor that a any i nd uncharted territory. It would be hyper-
ondary lesbian characters pair sec- bole to say television will never be theo a ry lhemsb ha ratersion F ends same. But clearly this has been a land-have the most stable relationship on the mark for DeCeneres. "I was thinking,"show, as do, for that matter, a secondary she says, "what's the thing anyone couldpair ofgaymae characters on Ellen. Ellen ask me noworsayaboutmeAndit'slikeMorgan, on the other hand, ends her nothing, really. I mean, not evencoming-out episode sitting awkwardly in Howard Stem can hurt me now." Ina lesbian coffeehouse, unsure of how to 1997, that's power. -With reporting bycomport herself in this new environment 7,bth s pfand. -m ynan yand with this new knowledge of herself and Jefre ene'/ Ane aNeok
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By BRUCE HANDY LOS ANGELES

In an exclusive interview with TIME,
ElenDemers aksabu populationcoming out, staying in and not wanting to be "the lesbian actress" TIME:You were a stand-up comic before

TIME: So, h- ,you started your sitcom. That must:oar the recordare you yourself 18 years old. I dated guys. I liked guys. have been a difficult professionfor
ga'yBut I knew that I liked girls too. I just someone closeted .Ellen DeGeneres: Yes. You're the first didn't know what to do with that I Deoner'.: You can imagine the f
was going to-that was one of w that I thought, "If I were a guy I'd go out with jokes. When I started headlining, it wa
when I decided to have charac ngs her." And then I thought, "Well, I don't always guys on before me. I would a]hen I cie o, havemy c ter on want to be a guy, really." So I went, "Oh, ways follow somebody doing either dykthe show come out, I knew I was going to well," and just went on with my life. My jokes or fagjokes and doing the lisp thinhave to come out too. But I didn't want first gay experience was literally some- and the audience is going crazy an
Atd t out uni thedw was one. one else's idea-I was freaked out even laughing. I just thought, "Oh God. WhaAnd you know, I watched my friend by the thought of it. And I thought that if they pick up that I'm gay?" It was thaMelissa [Etheridge] come out, and she was one experience and it was just her, fea and thae.I meverfelt like Ihbe
became "the lesbian rock star." I never and I started dating s s fear and shame. I never felt like I b
wanted to be "the lesbian actress." I nev- guys again, thinking,.yr' i' _ longed anywhere.
er wanted to be the spokesperson for the "Well, I just need to -"_* "" o never felt like I be
gay community. Ever. I did it for my own meet the right one. muny never fe

Never could, really. 'like I belonged to the
ME: Why now? I straight community.

DeGeneres: I don't think TIMSo when did you =".1I've really felt like thisDeners I on tik I could have finally give up? "in-between. I watcheddone this a long time ago, and I don't DeGnees: Let's see, t.-th.whle ay ridthink people would have accepted it as today's April what .. ",= rthecwhole ashPride
readily as they do now. Now I feel com- No, I questioned it up 'i19marchi and gIet
fortable with myself, and I don't have to until probably eight inI9,a I wept
be fearful about something damaging my yea pra bbryso.gBt when I saw that. I

y yers go r so Bu I ean I cried so hard.career if it gets out, because now I'm in haven't go o u i .etn I ish Icontrol of it-sort of. No one can hurt me guy since I was 20.cod be there" h I.[She's now 39.] cause I never felt like I
TIME: What was harder, this or coming TML:Are you involved belonged anywhere.

DeGeneres: This. I mean, I don't undwith anybody now? TM'Jerry Falwell called you Ellen
stand a fear of coming out to u dfrier- DeGeneres: I just met somebody. This DeGenerate.
and family.r ve been reallyluoyo. I eds appears to be something I want to last DeGeneres: Really, he called me that?
a rea mly . 'v beerlly. I have s forever, if it can. Ellen DeGenerate? I've been getting
ad rely great family. I have parents who thatsicthforhgaeIgusI'
understand. My mother understands, TIME: Now that you're out, are you happy c the fourth grade. I guess I'm
now even more so. My father is suport, :o madyur otae o appy I could give him work.
ive. M oy dad said the most hilari spp- mad that X or Yin the entertainment
when I told him what I was oius tng industry isn't out too? TIME:It must be odd having yourwn hen sol him sat IYwargogto do DeGeneres: No, no. I don't care what X sexuality a subject ofnati debate.on the show. l e said, "You re not going or Y does. I didn't do it to make a politi- Deeneres: Yeah. That's why I want toto go all flamboyant, are ya?" I was like, cal statement I did it selfishly for myself get eynd t:Yeh. TIt' me atin I derstand
"Yeah, Dad, Im going to completely and because I thought it was a reat get beyond this. I understand
change. I'm going to start wearing thing g great the curiosity and I understand the notleather vests. Im going to et one ofor the show, which desperately understanding of it. Because I didn't un-
those haircuts that they all hae e needed a point of view. If other people derstand for a long time, and I'm stillt come out, that's fine. I mean, it would be struggling to-I have the same problems
TIME:s being gay something you great if for no other reason than just to that a lot of people do. But let's get be-struggled with? show the diversity, so it's not just the ex- yond this, and let me get back to what I
Dstrges th gtremes. Because unfortunately those are do. Maybe I'll find something even big-Dednresy kNo. I ignored it because I the people who get-the most attention on ger to do later or. Maybe I'll becomedidn't really know what it was until I was the news. You know, when you see the black.da

e black.

parades and you see dykes on bikes or
these men dressed as women. I don't
want to judge them. I don't want to come
off like I'm attacking them-the whole
point of what I'm doing is acceptance of
everybody's differences. It's just that I
don't want them representing the entire
gay community, and I'm sure they don't
want me representing them. We're indi-
viduals. It's like seeing scary heterosexu-
als on talk shows-it's like saying Joey
Buttafuoco represents the heterosexual
po*lat" n
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